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i
Abstract
Information Centric Networking (ICN) architectures are proposed as a solution to address the shift from
host-centric model toward an information centric model in the Internet. In these architectures, routing nodes
have caching functionality that can influence the network traffic and communication quality since the data
items can be sent from nodes far closer to the requesting users. Therefore, realizing effective caching networks
becomes important to grasp the cache characteristics of each node and to manage system resources, taking
into account networking metrics (e.g., higher hit ratio) as well as user’s metrics (e.g. shorter delay). This
thesis studies the methodologies for improving the performance of cache management in ICNs. As individual
sub-problems, this thesis investigates the LRU-2 and 2-LRU algorithms, geographical locality in distribution
of users’ requests and efficient caching in ICNs.
As the first contribution of this thesis, a mathematical model to approximate the behaviour of the LRU-
2 algorithm is proposed. Then, 2-LRU and LRU-2 cache replacement algorithms are analyzed. The 2-
LRU caching strategy has been shown to outperform LRU. The main idea behind 2-LRU and LRU-2 is
considering both frequency (i.e. metric used in LFU) and recency (i.e. metric used in LRU) together for
cache replacement process. The simulation as well as numeric results show that the proposed LRU-2 model
precisely approximates the miss rate for LRU-2 algorithm.
Next, the influence of geographical locality in users’ requests on the performance of network of caches
is investigated. Geographically localized and global request patterns have both been observed to possess
Zipf (i.e. a power-law distribution in which few data items have high request frequencies while most of
data items have low request frequencies) properties, although the local distributions are poorly correlated
with the global distribution. This suggests that several independent Zipf distributions combine to form
an emergent Zipf distribution in real client request scenarios. An algorithm is proposed that can generate
realistic synthetic traffic to regional caches that possesses Zipf properties as well as produces a global Zipf
distribution. The simulation results show that the caching performance could have different behaviour based
on what distribution the users’ requests follow.
Finally, the efficiency of cache replacement and replication algorithms in ICNs are studied since ICN
literature still lacks an empirical and analytical deep understanding of benefits brought by in-network caching.
An analytical model is proposed that optimally distributes a total cache budget among the nodes of ICN
networks for LRU cache replacement and LCE cache replication algorithms. The results will show how much
user-centric and system-centric benefits could be gained through the in-network caching compared to the
benefits obtained through caching facilities provided only at the edge of the network.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Analysis of Internet traffic has shown that a high percentage of the Internet traffic is caused by video
streaming websites (e.g. YouTube) and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks which means Internet users are looking
for videos and sharable content (e.g. photo and music) [25]. In other words, the trend of today users’ requests
conflicts with the current host-centric Internet architecture in which users need to connect to the hosts to
get data items of their interest. Literally, users are looking for content and not hosts. This conflict has
researchers thinking about a new Internet architecture which adapts to the users’ request trends [6]. This
new content-centric architecture has been called Information Centric Networking (ICN).
TRIAD was the first ICN network proposed by Cheriton et al. [27], which proposed name-based infor-
mation communication. Since then, researchers have proposed various architectures for ICNs. The Data-
Oriented Network Architecture (DONA) [55] project was proposed in 2006 at UC Berkeley. The main
contribution of DONA was focused on improving the security and architecture of TRIAD. The Publish
Subscribe Internet Technology (PURSUIT) [41] project, a continuation of the Publish Subscribe Internet
Routing Paradigm (PSIRP) [35] project, both funded by the EU Framework 7 Program (FP7), have pro-
posed a publish/subscribe protocol stack that replaces the IP protocol stack. Another project supported
by European FP7 4WARD project is Network of Information (NetInf) [31], which was continued under the
name of Scalable and Adaptive Internet Solutions (SAIL) project.1 Similarly, Van Jacobson et al. proposed
the Content Centric Networking (CCN) project [49] in 2009. The main target of all the aforementioned
approaches is to improve the performance and end-user experience in the Internet by providing access to
content and services by name rather than by original location. This is achieved by changing the concept of
host-to-host architecture into host-to-content architecture and by exploiting in-network storage of content.
The content dissemination mechanism in ICNs includes the following processes:
1. Content Advertisement: Content publishers advertise newly released content. The system is respon-
sible to create the routes from the edge of the network to the publishers. Edge nodes are the nodes that
are connected directly to the users. Intermediate nodes are the nodes that handle the communication
between edge nodes and the publishers. In this thesis, content publisher, server and source node are
used interchangeably. The content provider for data item i also refers to either content publisher or an
ICN node that has a copy of data item i.
1//www.sail-project.eu/
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2. Content Discovery/Delivery: Figure 1.1 shows the process of content discovery/delivery in ICNs.
For each content publisher, ICN constructs an overlay tree consisting of all ICN nodes rooted at the
ICN node that is closest to the content publisher. ICN constructs one such tree for each content
publisher. This tree is used for the content discovery/delivery mechanism. Each node is equipped with
three tables: 1) Forwarding Information Base (FIB), 2) Pending Interest Table (PID) and 3) Content
Store (CS). Figure 1.2 depicts the changes in these tables for the process of content discovery/delivery.
Assume Subscriber1 is intereted in data item i that is published by publisher2. Subscriber1 requests
for i through forwarding an Interest message for i (phase 1 in Figure 1.1). A node receiving the Interest
forwards it based on its FIB (Phases 2 and 3 in Figure 1.1). The overlay trees are used to fill the FIBs.
The FIB of node b0 for example, determines the next ICN node on the path from b0 to the destination
of an Interest message (Publisher2). The Interest forwarded by a node is added to the node’s PIT
(Figures 1.2a and 1.2b); thus, the node can remember the interface on which the corresponding data
for the Interest should be sent back (Figure 1.2a and 1.2b). When the Interest arrives at Publisher2,
a copy of data item i is sent to the network (phase 4 in Figure 1.1). Any node receiving the data on
the path from the content publisher to the user, like b0 and b1, may cache the data. These nodes then
use their PIT to forward the data to the interested users for that data (Phases 5 and 6 in Figure 1.1).
The table entry in these nodes’ PIT that corresponds to the data will be removed as well as shown in
Figures 1.2c and 1.2d.
3. Caching: In the current Internet architecture, the intermediate nodes have no idea about the content
of the data item they are forwarding. In fact, they are only aware of connections between hosts in the
Internet. However, the nodes in ICNs are aware of the content they forward. Equipping ICN nodes
with cache storages results in a network of caches. The goal of this network of caches is moving the
most popular data items to the network edges. Tewari et al. [88] declare that firstly, a caching strategy
should minimize the distance to access data (shorter response time). Secondly, a caching strategy
should share data items among many users (higher hit ratio). If the data items are cached on the
delivery path, it is called on-path caching, otherwise off-path caching (explained in details in Section
2.5). The ICN in Figure 1.1 for example, deploys on-path caching. Caching in this figure can help the
subscribers access their data items of interest quicker. For instance, suppose Subscriber1 has recently
requested data item i and the data item is delivered to it. Assume also that data item i has been
cached at b0 on the path from Publisher2 to Subscriber1. If Subscriber2 now asks for data item i, its
Interest message gets forwarded to b3 first and then b0. If b0 still has i cached in its CS, a copy of i is
sent back to subscriber2 that is 2 hops away from Subscriber2. Notice that if no ICN node has a copy
of i cached in its CS, the Interest message for i from Subscriber2 has to go through the network to get
to Publisher2 that is 4 hops away from Subscriber2.
Storing data items temporarily in a location knowing that the data items are accessed frequently or in a
closely related future is defined as caching. In the context of Operating Systems for example, the CPU uses a
2
Figure 1.1: Content discovery/delivery in ICNs.
hierarchy of caches to store data. L1 cache places at the top of this hierarchy that has the smallest capacity
and highest speed and is closest cache to the CPU. L2, L3 and L4 are placed at lower places of this hierarchy.
The memories at each level have larger capacity and slower speed compared to caches at their higher levels.
This hierarchy of caches stores the data that the CPU is most likely to require next. Because of limited size
of these caches, all the data cannot be cached in this hierarchy. Therefore, the CPU uses the following two
algorithms:
• Cache Replication Algorithm: this algorithm decides what piece of data is worth getting cached (ex-
plained in details in Section 2.5).
• Cache Replacement Algorithm (eviction policy): this algorithm decides what piece of data should be
evicted from the cache when the cache gets full (explained in details in Section 2.2).
The goal of the simultaneous deployment of these two algorithms is to ensure that the next bit of data that
CPU needs is already loaded into L1, resulting in a cache hit. If the data that CPU needs is not found in L1
(a cache miss), the CPU looks for the data in L2. If the data item is not found in L2, the CPU searches L3
and so on. Note that, looking at more caches is taking more time that ends in longer process time of finding
a piece of data. A good combination of two algorithms keeps the data items that the CPU will need in a
closely related future as close as possible to the CPU (e.g. L1 and L2), resulting in a shorter average access
time to data.
In the context of the Internet, Content Distribution Networking (CDN) and P2P networks deploy caching
storages at the edge of the network to reduce the high cost of streaming of data items as well as access time
to data item from users’ point of view. Contrary to CDN and P2P networks, ICN equips not only the ICN
nodes at the edge of the network but also the intermediate nodes. Several studies have been conducted to
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(a) Tables after step 1 in Figure 1.1 (b) Tables after step 2 in Figure 1.1
(c) Tables after step 4 in Figure 1.1 (d) Tables after step 5 in Figure 1.1
Figure 1.2: Changes of FIB, PIT and CS in the process of content discovery/delivery in ICNs
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resolve the issues of caching in the web as it can be related to ICN. Despite all the contributions in ICN
architectures, standardization of in-network caching is still lacking [92, 98].
1.1 Research Goals
The following three issues are addressed in this thesis:
• Modelling Cache Replacement Algorithms: Having an accurate model to calculate the miss rates
of different replacement algorithms is crucial for performance analysis of large-scale interconnected
caches deployed in ICNs. Evaluating the performance of cache networks is challenging as Dan et al.
argue that the computational cost to approximate the behaviour of a single Least Recently Used (LRU)
grows exponentially as a function of cache size and the number of data items [30]. Besides the studies
that modelled different cache replacement algorithms, there is no study that modelled LRU-k [68].
LRU-k is the first algorithm that considers both recency and frequency in its eviction policy (explained
in details in Section 2.2), that results in a higher hit ratio compared to LRU. High run-time complexity
of this algorithm however, contributed in shaping other cache replacement algorithms that use frequency
and recency in their eviction policies with a low run-time complexity.
• Generating Realistic Users Requests: Studying the performance of different caching algorithms
in ICN is impossible if there is not a good understanding of user request distributions in such networks.
Most studies use simplifying assumptions for user request patterns, such as identical request patterns
in absence of any trace-driven methodologies since ICNs are not yet deployed. Requests for Internet
services have been modelled as Zipf distribution for many years [2, 36]. In a Zipf distribution, a small
fraction of all data items have high request frequencies while a large fraction of data items have low
request frequencies. Geographically localized request patterns at the edge of the network (e.g. number
of views for YouTube videos on a university campus) and global request patterns (e.g. total number
of views of YouTube videos) have both been observed to possess Zipf properties [47, 82], although the
local distributions are poorly correlated with the global distribution [100]. This suggests that several
independent Zipf distributions combine to form an emergent Zipf distribution in real client request
scenarios. Having an algorithm that divides a global Zipf distribution into several sub-distributions
with Zipf properties in order to create more realistic traffic, consisting of requests that have geographic
locality, and studying the influence of output of this algorithm on the caching performance of ICNs for
various topologies indicates how misleading the findings based on non-realistic traffic can be in regards
to the caching performance of ICNs.
• Optimal Cache Budget Distribution For Hierarchical Trees of Caches: Caching facilities in
on-path caching can be deployed by all (e.g. CCN [49]) or some (e.g. centrality-based caching [18])
of the ICN nodes on the path of delivering data items from the source to the users. However, some
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inconsistent conclusions are implied from different studies about the efficiency of in-network caching.
For example, Danzig et al. [32] and Rossini et al. [79] believe that in-network caching can be more
effective. Fayazbakhsh et al. [37] and Psaras et al. [72] on the other hand believe caching closer to the
network edge is more effective. This suggests that ICN literature still lacks an empirical and analytical
deep understanding of benefits brought by in-network caching. To find out if the in-network caching is
effective to decrease the overall miss ratio and delay in ICNs, an optimal distribution of a fixed cache
budget among all the ICN nodes reveals what fraction of the cache budget can be allocated to the
intermediate nodes in order to minimize the miss ratio and delay.
1.2 Contributions
The contributions of this work could be expressed as follows:
• Modelling LRU-2 Cache Replacement Algorithm: Garetto’s recently proposed 2-LRU caching
strategy [44] has been shown to outperform LRU. The main idea behind 2-LRU considers both frequency
(i.e. metric used in LFU) and recency (i.e. metric used in LRU) together for cache replacement process.
This idea was deployed for the first time in LRU-2 algorithm introduced by O’Neil et al. in 1993
[68]. The two algorithms however, have different implementations for considering both frequency and
recency it their eviction policies. The 2-LRU algorithm uses 2 LRU caches while the LRU-2 algorithm
uses a sorted list of the history of requests for data items. As a result, LRU-2 has a high run-time
complexity compared to 2-LRU which makes the deployment of LRU-2 challenging at ICN nodes. The
two algorithms are explained in Section 2.2. A mathematical model for LRU-2 algorithm is proposed in
this work for the first time. The accuracy of the model is studied. The LRU-2 and 2-LRU algorithms are
also compared using simulations and mathematical models for individual caches as well as hierarchical
trees of caches.
• Generating more Realistic Synthetic Traffic and Providing Local Search for Content Dis-
covery/Delivery Mechanism: An algorithm that can generate realistic synthetic traffic is proposed.
The algorithm generates requests for users of local regions such that the distribution of users’ requests
in each local region possesses Zipf properties. The algorithm also guarantees that combination of users’
requests in the local regions forms a Zipf distribution. The simulation results show that the caching
performance could have different behaviour based on what distribution the users’ requests follow. In
addition to the standard content discovery mechanism, explained earlier in this chapter, a local search
for content discovery/delivery mechanism is proposed. The goal of this mechanism is to help the ICN
nodes at the edge of the Internet discover requested data items in their neighbouring ICN nodes before
they send the Interest messages toward the source node. The simulation results show that the proposed
local search improves all the performance metrics.
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• Optimal Cache Budget Distribution For Hierarchical Trees of Caches: To investigate the
benefits of in-network caching, an analytical model is proposed that optimally distributes a total cache
budget of C among the nodes of ICN networks under non-IRM environment. The cache budget distri-
bution is studied regarding optimizing the following metrics: 1) system-centric metrics (e.g. total hit
ratio in ICNs), user-centric metrics (e.g. average time to access data), and 3) a combination of system-
centric and user-centric metrics. The findings of this contribution reveal the efficiency of in-network
caching as well as the optimal distribution of cache budget in ICNs.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews prior works on modelling the caching
systems in the context of ICN. The experimental environment is briefly discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4
proposes a mathematical model for LRU-2 algorithm. A comparison between 2-LRU and LRU-2 algorithms is
performed in this chapter as well. Chapter 5 develops and evaluates an algorithm that can generate realistic
synthetic traffic to regional caches that possesses Zipf properties as well as produces a global Zipf distribution.
Chapter 6 models the cache distribution in a network of caches as an optimization problem. The solution for
this optimization problem reveals the efficiency of in-network caching. Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis and
outlines possible future works.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
Caching facilities are critical to achieving ICN’s advantages such as enhancing the delivery of information
(reduced delay) and reducing the overall load on source nodes. This thesis takes into account frequency, re-
cency, cost of retrieval, replication and replacement as the factors influencing the cache behaviour. Frequency
shows how frequently a data item is requested. Recency corresponds to the relative times that a data item
is requested. Cost of retrieval means the cost to access a data item. Replication means what nodes in a
network of caches can cache a copy of a given data item. Finally replacement determines what data items
should be evicted when the cache is full.
In this chapter, a short description of Zipf distributions is given in Section 2.1. Cache replacement
algorithms are reviewed in Section 2.2. The works proposed for modelling individual caching algorithms
under Independent Reference Model (IRM) are covered in Section 2.3 in order to find a model that is
expandable to different cache replacement algorithms including 2-LRU. IRM however, ignores the dynamics
of data items’ popularity such as temporal and geographical locality. Consequently, models that approximate
the individual cache behaviour under IRM should be extended under non-IRM to enable realistic analysis of
performance of individual caches as well as network of caches. In this regard, modelling individual caching
algorithms under a non-IRM environment, in which temporal and geographical locality is considered in data
items’ popularity, is covered in Section 2.4. Next, Section 2.5 reviews in-networking caching approaches as
well as the models proposed for in-network caching in the context of ICN. Techniques covered in this section
can be used to find the optimal distribution of the cache budget among the ICN nodes. Finally, Section 2.6
summarizes the chapter.
2.1 Zipf Distribution
The correlation between the frequency of data items (how often they are requested) and their rank has been
shown to follow a Zipf distribution [3, 16, 20, 23, 47, 62]. In this distribution, if data items are ranked
according to their frequency where the most frequently requested data item has the first rank, the frequency
of requests for data item i with rank r is inversely proportional to its rank; i.e. pi ≈ r−α. A rank/frequency
distribution with Zipf proportion is long-tailed, depicted in Figure 2.1, in which a small set of data items
with high frequency (short head) is followed by a large set of data items with low frequency (long tail) which
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gradually tails off [4]. The data items at the far end of the distribution have a very small probability of
requests. Foss et al. give the following mathematical definition for long-tailed functions: positive function
f(x) is long-tailed, if and only if:
lim
x→∞
f(x+ y)
f(x)
= 1, ∀y > 0 [40]. (2.1)
Using this definition, Zipf function f(x) = x−α is long-tailed since
lim
x→∞
f(x+ y)
f(x)
= lim
x→∞
(x+ y)−α
x−α
= 1, ∀y > 0.
Note that in log-log scale, the rank/frequency distribution is transformed to log(pi) ≈ −α log(r). In this
thesis, the frequency and popularity of data items are used interchangeably; the more frequently data item i
is requested, the more popular data item i is.
Figure 2.1: Long-tailed distribution.
Researchers have found values of α between 0.56 [47] and 2 [15] for Zipf distributions for different types of
data items. Fricker et al. studied the popularity of 270000 torrents on Demonoid site [43]. They found Zipf
distribution with α = 0.82 for the files. Cha et al. found a Zipf distribution with α = 0.8 for user generated
content [16]. A study on YouTube videos by Chowdhury et al. find α ∈ (1.15, 1.38) for different categories
of videos, such as news, music, etc. [22].
However, a 100% fit between observations and Zipf distributions does not always occur. Chowdhury et
al. for example, show that popularity distributions of YouTube music videos follow Zipf distributions while
the heavy tail part of the distributions can be fit with a Weibull cutoff [22] (Figure 2.2). Another study by
Cha et al. found that YouTube science videos fit a Zipf distribution with an exponential cut-off [16]. Despite
the last part of the curve that does not fit a Zipf distribution, researchers assume Zipf distributions to study
different caching systems [42, 43, 44].
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Figure 2.2: Zipf distribution with Weibull cut-off, [22].
2.2 Cache Replacement Algorithms
When a request for a data item arrives at a cache, a cache hit occurs if the requested data item is stored in
the cache; otherwise it is a cache miss. The performance of cache replacement algorithm ξ is often measured
through its hit ratio, shown by hξ as follows
hξ = 100× the number of accesses that result in a cache hit
the total number of accesses
.
Cache replacement algorithms choose what data items to evict from the cache, when the cache is full, in
order to make room for other data items. Cache replacement algorithm ξ1 outperforms ξ2 if the hit ratio
of ξ1 is higher than the hit ratio provided by ξ2 (i.e. hξ1 > hξ2). With a cache capacity of C in an IRM
environment, the Least Frequently Used (LFU) replacement algorithm stores the C most popular data items
in the cache and provides optimal performance under the IRM [26]. In other words, LFU evicts a data item
with the lowest frequency based on the history this cache replacement algorithm records about the observed
frequency of data items. In a non-IRM environment however, Garetto et al. show that LFU is not the
optimal cache replacement algorithm when popularity of data items changes over time [44]. When used in
practice, it adapts poorly to temporal locality, caching stale items with past high frequency [45].
LRU is another replacement algorithm with low run-time cost of O(1). Upon the arrival of data item i,
if data item i is already at the lth spot in the queue, LRU moves i to the head of the queue and other data
items, located between the head and l − 1st spot, one spot down in the queue. If data item i is not in the
queue, LRU pushes i at the head of the queue and moves all other items in the queue one spot down. In this
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case, the data item at the tail of the LRU queue is evicted if the queue is full. In other words, LRU keeps
the most recent accessed data items closer to the head of the queue. LRU however, caches unpopular data
items (i.e. data item with low frequency) that have even a single request (called one-timers), potentially
evicting popular data items. To deal with this issue, algorithms like q-LRU, LRU-k, k-LRU, LRU-2Q and
ARC have been proposed. All these algorithms do not let unpopular data items get inserted into the cache.
For q-LRU, while its eviction policy is similar to LRU, a data item is cached at the head of the LRU queue
with probability q. The more often a data item is requested, the higher chance it has to get inserted into
a q-LRU cache. Garetto et al. show that q-LRU tends to LFU as q goes to zero [44]. Consequently, this
caching algorithm prevents data items with low request frequency from getting inserted into the cache.
O’Neil et al. proposed LRU-k, which modifies LRU to keep track of the last k requests for each data
item [68]. They assume D = {1, 2, . . . , i, . . . , n} as a list of data items, and request arrival for data items
specified by a reference string like r1, r2, . . . , rt, where rt = i ∈ D means that data item i is requested at time
t. O’Neil et al. assume for any given instant t, data item i has probability of bi to be next request arrival
at LRU-k; i.e. P (rt+1 = i) = bi. This assumption suggests that the reference string is probabilistic. They
then define backward k-distance as following: given a reference string r1, r2, . . . , rt, the backward k-distance
for data item i from time t, shown by bt(i, k), is the distance backward to the k
th most recent reference for
data item i:
bt(i, k) =
x if k references for i exist in the reference string in the most recent x references,∞ if i appears fewer than k times in the entire reference string.
O’Neil’s LRU-k algorithm evicts a data item i with largest bt(i, k); LRU is used if more than one data item
with bt(i, k) =∞ are already cached. In LRU-2 for example, if the reference string from r1 to r13 occurs as
following
i, j, l, m, i, i, l, j, n, m, l, i, n,
LRU-2 keeps a sorted meta-data list of items based on their 2-backward distance which would be as follows:
bt(j, 2) = 11, bt(m, 2) = 9, bt(i, 2) = 7, bt(l, 2) = 6, bt(n, 2) = 4.
Having capacity of C = 5 for this LRU-2 cache, if item h is requested at time 14, LRU-2 evicts item j since
bt(j, 2) is the largest among the cached data items in LRU-2. LRU-k results in a higher hit ratio compared
to LRU, but its implementation complexity is O(logC) since LRU-k needs to keep the meta-data list sorted
on each request arrival.
This encouraged researchers to design cache replacement algorithms which produce equivalent hit ratios
while eliminating implementation overhead. In this regard, O(1) algorithms LRU-2Q [51], k-LRU [44] and
Adaptive Replacement Cache (ARC) [63] have been proposed, considering both recency and frequency of
requests.
A simplified version of LRU-2Q, depicted in Figure 2.3a, uses a First In First Out (FIFO) cache Q1 and
LRU cache Q2. When item i is requested for the first time, a reference to i gets cached in Q1. Cache Q1,
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(a) Simplified LRU-2Q
(b) Full LRU-2Q
Figure 2.3: Simplified/full LRU-2Q cache [51].
which is called a ghost cache, remembers the access history of one-timers through references. If i is requested
again and its reference is already stored in Q1, it then gets cached in Q2. The performance of the simplified
LRU-2Q drops for non-stationary traffic.
Therefore, the full LRU-2Q algorithm was proposed. As shown in Figure 2.3b, Full LRU-2Q consists of
two FIFO caches: Q1, Q2 and a LRU cache Q3. A data item is cached in Q1 the first time it is accessed.
The oldest data item in Q1 is pushed out whet this queue overflows. The evicted data item is then stored as
a ghost cache entry in Q2. If a data item is requested and its reference is in Q2, the data item is inserted at
the head of Q3. If the data item is requested and it is already cached in Q3, the data item is moved to the
head of Q3.
ARC cache is depicted in Figure 2.4. ARC has two LRU caches called L1 and L2; L1 stores the data
items accessed only once and L2 stores data items requested at least twice. Furthermore, L1 is divided into
T1 and B1 queues. The former stores data items and the latter stores ghost caches. The L2 list is similarly
divided into T2 and B2. The sizes of the four queues satisfy the following conditions:
0 ≤ |L1|+ |L2| ≤ 2C, 0 ≤ |L1| ≤ C, 0 ≤ |L2| ≤ 2C [63].
Assuming a data item is already stored in either T2 or T1 or remembered in B1 or B2, the data item will be
moved to the head of the T2 queue when the data item is requested again.
Figure 2.4: ARC cache [63].
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Garetto et al. proposed k-LRU that consists of same-size k − 1 virtual LRU caches (i.e. storing the
references of data items) and one physical LRU cache (Figure 2.5) [44]. Before arriving at the physical cache
(indexed k), requests have to go through k− 1 virtual caches located in front of it. After a request for a data
item at the ICN node arrives, the reference/data item can be stored in cache l > 1 only if its reference is
already stored in cache l − 1. In other words, the following two operations are performed when data item i
is requested:
• For each LRU cache h in which i is already cached either virtually or physically, data item i is moved
to the top of the LRU.
• For LRU cache h in which i is neither stored virtually nor physically, but its reference is stored in h−1,
reference/data i is then cached at the top of h. The other items stored in h are moved one spot back
in h and the item at the end of the cache gets evicted.
The k-LRU algorithm is a generalization of LRU-2Q and ARC. For user requests following a Zipf distribution,
Garetto et al. show that
• The q-LRU cache with q = 0.01 results in a higher hit ratio compared to a q-LRU with q = 0.1 as they
have shown that this cache replacement algorithm tends to LFU for small q.
• Having a virtual cache before the LRU cache (2-LRU) provides a huge benefit for small caches under
IRM.
• LFU performs poorly under non-IRM.
• The 2-LRU cache replacement algorithm provides a good hit ratio under non-IRM. The reason is that
2-LRU considers both frequency and recency. In other words, while 2-LRU prevents the one-timers
from getting inserted into the cache, it allows the data items that are getting higher frequency to get
inserted into the cache.
Figure 2.5: k-LRU cache [44].
2.3 Modelling Caching Algorithms Under IRM
Having an accurate model to calculate the miss rates of different replacement algorithms is crucial for per-
formance analysis of large-scale interconnected caches. Evaluating the performance of cache networks is
challenging as Dan et al. argue that the computational cost to approximate the behaviour of a single LRU
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grows exponentially as a function of cache size and the number of data items [30]. However, several models
have been proposed [15, 19, 30, 42, 72, 76] that can approximate cache performance at an affordable com-
putational cost under IRM. The IRM is the standard mechanism to characterize the pattern of requests for
data items that arrive at a cache. The IRM considers the following two assumptions [44]: (i) there is a fixed
number of data items (no new data item is introduced to the catalogue) and (ii) the probability pi, as the
frequency of requests for i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , is constant over time and independent of all past requests. The latter
implies that IRM generates an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence of requests.
Assuming C and N are the size of cache and the number of data items respectively, Dan and Towsley
proposed an approximate technique with complexity O(CN) for the estimation of the hit probability for LRU
cache under IRM [30]. Their approach approximates the probability that data item i is in rth position in
LRU cache, Pi(r), as
Pi(r) =
(
pi(1− bi(r − 1))
)+∑N
j=1
(
pj(1− bj(r − 1))
)+ [30],
in which, pi is the popularity ratio of data item i, (a)
+ takes value a whenever a > 0 and value 0 otherwise;
and bi(r) is the probability that data item i is at any of the first r positions of the LRU cache such that
bi(r) =
r∑
s=1
Pi(s) [30].
Using these two equations recursively, Pi(r) for 1 ≤ r ≤ C can be calculated.
Psaras et al. propose a Markovian approach to approximate the hit probability in LRU caches under
IRM [72]. Assuming that requests for a data item arrive at an ICN node as a Poisson process with rate of
λ and C as the cache capacity of the ICN node, each request for other data items moves this data item to
the bottom slot in the node’s cache. Assuming that requests which will move the data item further down
the cache also arrive as a Poisson process with rate µ, Figure 2.6 shows the continuous time homogeneous
Markov chain that models the rank of the data item in the cache [72]. Note that requests for data items that
either are not in the cache or are in cache but further down than the data item i can move data item i one
slot down to the tail of the cache. The balance equations can be solved to calculate the probability of steady
state as follows:
Pr =
λ
µ
[ µ
µ+ λ
]i
1 ≤ r ≤ C,
PC+1 = [
µ
µ+ λ
]C
[72].
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Figure 2.6: Arrival processes of a data item at LRU cache [72].
The probability PC+1 corresponds to the miss probability of the data item in Psaras’s model for LRU.
Having a good approximation of µ in Psaras’s model is however challenging. Assuming all requests for other
data items arrive at rate ν, all 100% fraction of ν does not compose µ. In this regard, Psaras et al. divide
ν into νc and νn as the request rates for data items in the cache and not in the cache respectively, such that
ν = νc+νn [72]. Arrivals in νn always move the data item i one spot down in the LRU cache. The arrivals in
νc however, move i one spot down if their corresponding data items are at further down the cache positions
compared to the position of item i. Then, they assume that data items have equal probability to be found
in any position in the cache. This assumption calculates an upper bound for data item i’s cache miss rate,
although the assumption is not realistic. As a result of splitting ν, the rate of moving item i from position j
to j + 1 is given by µ = νn + νc(C + 1 − j)/C, where the second part represents the arrival of requests for
data items that are in the cache, in a position further down than the position of i. Psaras et al. find the
probability of PC+1 in Markov Chain in Figure 2.6 in steady state as follows:
PC+1 =
[ νc + νn
νc + νn + λ
]C[
1 +O
( νc
C(νc + νn)
)][
1 +O
( νc
C(νc + νn + λ)
)]
[72]. (2.2)
For non-equal probability for a data item to be found in different positions in the cache, µ = νn + νc(C + 1−
j)/C would always be larger and PC+1 is hence smaller than (2.2). As a result, (2.2) is an upper bound for
the miss probability of data item i.
Another approximation to calculate the hit probability of data item i in LRU caches under IRM was
originally proposed by Che et al. [19]. Che et al. define τi as the characteristic time approximation of item
i that is the time needed before C distinct data items (not including data item i) are requested. In other
words, τi is item i’s time to eviction. Che’s approximation assumes τi is independent of i; this property is
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confirmed by Fricker et al. [42] with a Zipf popularity distribution. Fricker et al. show that (1) the coefficient
of variation of τi vanishes as the cache size grows; (2) τi ≈ τj (i 6= j) when the catalogue size is sufficiently
large.
Having τ as τi independent of i, data item i is in the cache at time t if and only if less than τ has elapsed
since the last request for item i. Under a Poisson arrival process assumption, for data item i with rate λi,
the time-average probability P ini that data item i is in the cache is given by
P ini (τ) = 1− e−λiτ . (2.3)
Che’s approximation calculates τ , assuming
N∑
j=1
P inj (τ) = C. (2.4)
with item population N and a cache of C items. As an immediate consequence of the Poisson Arrivals See
Time Averages (PASTA) property for Poisson arrivals, P ini also represents the hit probability P
hit
i [44]. In
the rest of this chapter, Pi(τ) is used instead of P
hit
i (τ) and P
in
i (τ), unless stated.
As shown in Figure 2.7, consider item i arriving as a Poisson process with rate λi at times t1, t2, t3 . . . ; let
ul = tl− tl−1 as the time period between lth and l−1st requests. Assume item i was requested at time t = 0,
and at that point it entered (or re-entered) the cache. Furthermore, say n ≥ 1 is the smallest value such that
un > τ . We wish to know the expectation of the sum S = u1 + u2 + · · · + un, interpreted as the expected
time period between each two consecutive cache misses for item i. This can be computed as follows: we must
sample u1, with expected value
1
λi
. With probability e−λiτ we terminate there, otherwise we sample again.
What happens after that is independent of u1, and so has expected sum E[S]. Hence
E[S] =
1
λi
+ (1− e−λiτ )E[S]. (2.5)
The miss rate expectation for item i (λ′i) is
λ′i =
1
E[S]
= λie
−λiτ . (2.6)
This approximation, recognized to be very accurate [42, 44], has since been used to model other caching
algorithms. Fricker et al. calculate Pi in FIFO cache replacement algorithm using Che’s approximation as
follows [42]:
Pi(τ) =
λiτ∑N
j 6=i λj + λiτ
[42].
Imai uses Che’s approximation to model LRU-2Q and ARC [48]. Garetto et al. also use Che’s technique to
model q-LRU and k-LRU [44]. For q-LRU, a request for data item i is a hit at time t if the previous request
has been arrived in [t− τC , t] and either the data item was already in the cache or data item i was inserted
into the cache with probability q. Therefore the hit probability of data item i in this cache replacement
algorithm is
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Figure 2.7: Arrival processes of a data item at LRU cache [19].
Phiti (τ) = (1− e−λiτ )
[
P ini (τ) + q(1− P ini (τ))
]
, (2.7)
which can be simplified after applying PASTA to be
Pi(τ) =
q(1− e−λiτ )
e−λiτ + q(1− e−λiτ ) [44]. (2.8)
For k-LRU, a request for data item i at time t is a hit at cache j if the previous request arrived in [t−τj , t]
and either the data item was already in cache j or it was not in cache j but its reference was in virtual cache
j − 1. Therefore, the hit probability of data item i is calculated as
Phitj,i (τj−1, τj) = (1− e−λiτj )
[
Phitj,i (τj) + P
hit
j−1,i(τj−1)(1− Phitj,i (τj))
]
1 ≤ j ≤ k [44], (2.9)
in which τj is the time to eviction for j
th LRU cache and Pj,i is the hit probability of item i at j
th LRU.
Garetto’s model for k-LRU however, assumes the arrival requests at cache k ≥ 2 follows a Poisson distribution.
In fact, the arrivals at cache k ≥ 2 should be modeled as an ON-OFF Markov modulated Poisson process [46].
As explained in Section 2.2, the reference/data item is stored in cache l > 1 only if its reference is already
stored in cache l − 1. Assuming arrivals of requests for data item i at cache 1 follow a Poisson distribution,
the requests for item i arriving at cache 2 will not be Poisson. In other words, requests for item i arrive at
cache 2 if item i has been already stored in cache 1 (ON phase), and no requests for item i arrive at cache
2 if the item is not cached in cache 1 (OFF phase). Therefore, Gast et al. use a Markov chain to model the
arrival rates at the caches k ≥ 2 that results in a more accurate approximation of cache hit probability for
k-LRU as follows:
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Pj,i(τ1, τ2, . . . , τj) =
Πjs=1(1− e−λiτs)
Πjs=1(1− e−λiτs) + e−λiτj
(
1 +
∑j−1
l=1 Π
l
s=1(1− e−λiτs)
) 1 ≤ j ≤ k [46]. (2.10)
2.4 Modelling Caching Algorithms Under non-IRM
Although the IRM assumption is convenient, it is too simplistic in the context of cache networks, where
requests for data items exhibit strong correlation in both space and time domains. The IRM ignores the
temporal correlations in the sequence of requests, as observed in studies of Internet traffic [1, 12, 17, 84].
The popularity growth of data items is modelled in some studies. Pinto et al. [69] and Szabo et al. [87]
propose models to predict the popularity evolution of data items using historical information provided by
early popularity measures. Szabo et al. for example, studied two dataset collected from YouTube and Digg.1
They propose a model that can predict the popularity growth of data items in YouTube and Digg using the
initial popularity of data items and a log-linear distribution for the popularity growth of data items. For
example, given the initial popularity of data items in Digg in the first two hours, their model forecasts the
popularity of the items 30 days ahead with a relative error of 10%. For YouTube videos, however, the model
needs the initial popularity of videos in the first 10 days to achieve the same relative error.
Borghol et al. collect a data set of user generated videos on YouTube to study the popularity growth of
videos over time [12]. Using this dataset, they propose a model to create popularity dynamics. Their model
gets some inputs including three distributions for weekly views for videos in the following three phases:
before-peak, at-peak and after-peak. Borghol et al. use a mixture of beta and lognormal distributions for
each of these three phases [12].
Wu et al. develop a stochastic fluid model that captures video’s popularity evolution using the inherent
attractiveness of the videos, information spreading process and the user reaction process [97]. These two
processes model how the videos are recommended to the users, and how the users’ reaction would be. The
goal of their model is predicting the popularity growth of the videos that can be used by Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) to improve service qualities.
Shen et al. propose a framework that uses a reinforced Poisson process to model popularity growth of
citations of paper [85]. Similar to findings of Wu et al. [97], Shen et al. found out that popularity dynamics
of citations is a function of three ingredients: intrinsic attractiveness, the users’ reaction to popularity growth
of citations and the temporal distribution indicating the aging effect in attracting new attention.
Avramova et al. propose the following closed form expression as the cumulative number of views for video
i over time [5]:
Ii(t) = ρi
[
1−
[
1 +
(
β
− 1δi − 1)(t− θi)
ηi
]−δi]
,
1http://digg.com
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in which a fraction of (1− β), 0 < β < 1, of views are accumulated ηi time units after introduction of video
i; parameter ρi is the total number of views that video i has over its lifetime and θi is the time that video i
is introduced to the network. If βi = 0.5, ηi is the median, meaning ηi is pointing to a time that the video
got half of its views. Parameter δi determines the shape of video i’s popularity growth. Large δi converges
Ii(t) to an exponential function; this could be interpreted as video i gathers most of the views right after its
introduction to the system. On the other hand, Ii(t) converges to a long-tail distribution as δi gets closer to
1; meaning the video continues to receive a high number of views over its lifetime after a long period of its
introduction to the system.
Traverso et al. extended Che’s model [19] to take the time-varying popularity of content explicitly into
account, and presented an approximation model for a LRU cache under non-stationary traffic conditions
[90, 89]. They proposed Shot Noise Model (SNM) to capture the dynamics of data items. SNM characterizes
the request process for data item i using a time-inhomogeneous Poisson process whose frequency rate at time
t is given by Viβ(t−θi), where β(t) represents the shape of popularity growth for data item i, Vi is associated
to data item i’s total number of requests, θi is the time that data item i is introduced into the catalogue and
β(t) is taken to be an arbitrary function having the following features: (1) β(t) ≥ 0 ∀t with β(0+) > 0; (2)
β(t) = 0 ∀t < 0; (3) β(t) continuous almost everywhere; and (4) ∫∞
0
β(t)dt = 1. They also assume that new
data items are introduced to the network by rate γ. The average life time of data item i (li) is then given by
li =
1∫∞
0
λ2i (t)dt
[90].
Traverso et al. use uniform, exponential and power-law distributions as the shape of βi(t). However, they
find out that an accurate prediction for the hit probability of data item i in LRU cache is dependent on li
regardless of the shape of βi(t).
Using SNM and other methods modelling the dynamics of data items’ popularity however, is significantly
challenging for studying the performances of cache systems. For example, Traverso et al. approximate item
i’s hit probability in LRU to be:
Pi = 1−
∫ ∞
0
β(t)
φ′V
(
− ∫ τC
0
β(t− θ)dθ
)
E(V )
dt [90].
They assume that Vi(1 ≤ i ≤ m) form an i.i.d. sequence of random variables distributed around some
reference V . They also denote φV (x) = E(e
xV ) to be the moment generating function of V and φ′V (x) as its
first derivative. Characteristic approximation time τ is the solution of the following equation:
C = γ
∫ ∞
0
1− φV
(
−
∫ τ
0
β(t− θ)dθ
)
dt [90]. (2.11)
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Olmos et al. use the findings of Traverso et al. (i.e. li is enough to have an accurate prediction of cache
performances) to define λi such that Vi = λili [67]. They then estimate the average number of hits in a LRU
cache as following:
∫
λ>0
∫
l<τC
[
λl − 1 + e−λl]f(λ, l)dλ dl +∫
λ>0
∫
l>τC
[
(λl − 1)(1− e−λτC ) + λτCe−λτC
]
f(λ, l)dλ dl [67], (2.12)
where, the pair of (λ, l) is distribution of any (λi, li).
Using SNM for LRU results in complicated estimations (2.11), (2.12). Garetto et al. dispute that
estimating the performance of other cache replacement algorithms with SNM will be impractical [45]. Using
Che’s approximation, an explicit approximation for the hit probability of data item i in a LRU cache at
time t is expressed as 1−Pr{no requests for data item i arrive in [t−τ, t]}. This approximation is computed
easily under stationary (homogeneous) and time-varying (inhomogeneous) Poisson processes. However, this
approximation for other cache replacement algorithms can only be computed under stationary Poisson arrival
processes of content requests. For example, the dynamics of a cache with RANDOM cache replacement
algorithm using Che’s approximation are reduced to a G/M/1/0 queue. Therefore, the hit probability of a
data item in this cache is then equal to the probability of finding the server of this queueing system busy upon
the arrival. An explicit expression of this probability can be only calculated under stationary conditions.
Under non-stationary (transient) conditions however, the hit probability can be only expressed as a solution
of a system of differential equations that makes the computation of hit probability excessively complicated.
Garetto et al. show that the performance of caching systems under the SNM traffic model can be
accurately approximated by having a fixed-size content catalogue when the arrival process of each data item
is modelled by a renewal process with a specific inter-request time distribution [45]. This approach is used
to extend the approximation models for predicting the performance of caching algorithms under IRM to
non-IRM. Specifically, the request process for data item i in Garetto’s work is described by an independent
renewal process with assigned inter-request time distribution as follows [44]: assuming Fi(t) as the CDF of
the inter-request time t for data item i, the average request rate λi for data item i is then given by
λi =
1∫∞
0
(1− Fi(t))dt
[44]. (2.13)
Garetto et al. consider a 2-stage hyper-exponential to determine inter-request time arrivals. They assume
the intensities of renewal processes being modulated by a Zipf distribution. Then, they define the rates of
exponential stages as λi,1 = λiz and λi,1 = λiz
−1, in which parameter z applies a temporal locality to this
renewal process. The CDF of inter-request times of data item i is then calculated as
Fi(t) = 1− pe−λi,1t − (1− p)e−λi,2t, (2.14)
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in which p = z/(z + 1).
They extend Che’s approximation to the renewal traffic model for LRU. They argue that under a general
request process P ini (τ) and P
hit
i (τ) are not equal since PASTA is not applied anymore. Consequently, to
compute P ini (τ), they consider that data item i is in the cache at time t if and only if the last request arrived
in [t− τ, t). As a result,
P ini (τ) = F̂i(τ), (2.15)
in which F̂i(t) = λi
∫ τ
0
(1−Fi(t))dt. On the other hand, when computing Phiti (τ), Garetto et al. condition on
the fact that a request arrives at time t. Thus, the probability that the previous request arrived in [t− τ, t)
is equal to the probability that the last inter-request time is not larger than τ . Therefore,
Phiti (τ) = Fi(τ). (2.16)
In addition to temporal locality, data items may have different popularity in different geographic loca-
tions. Geographical locality of interest means that large-scale systems are typically constructed of smaller
heterogeneous communities of users having different interests, and therefore the probability of a request for
a given content can vary significantly from region to region. Several factors result in geographic locality of
interest. For instance, topics like sports, politics, and news, tend to have localized interest [7, 22]. Another
factor is geographic closeness between users, since users close to each other tend to exhibit similarities in
language and culture [8, 75, 83]. Geographic locality of interest has also an impact on caching performance
[37, 90].
Studies on the distribution of requests in geographically local regions (e.g. number of views of YouTube
videos on a university campus) show that the frequency of local requests follow Zipf distributions [47, 61, 100].
In addition, some studies observe that the global frequency of data items (e.g. total number of views of
YouTube videos) fit Zipf distributions [23, 82]. Zink et al. also observe weak correlation between global and
local frequency of data items [100]. Note that studying the users’ request patterns at the edge of the network
is possible through collecting the users’ requests at ISPs’ gateways. In addition, the total number of requests
for data items (e.g. number of views of YouTube videos) could be collected from the information provided
by content publishers (e.g. YouTube servers). On the other hand, there is no study investigating the users’
request patterns at the intermediate nodes in the Internet (e.g. combination of users’ request patterns of
multiple ISP). Therefore, it is implied from these studies that generating synthetic traffic closer to realistic
environments should consider Zipf distributions for both local and global frequency of data items as well as
weak correlation between them.
While some researchers ignore the geographical locality of request patterns and therefore use synthetic
data traffic with identical Zipf request distributions for all regions (e.g. [15, 28, 66, 77, 96]) for modelling
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and evaluation of ICN caching, some other researchers apply simple geographical locality in synthetic data
traffic. To make different request patterns in different regions, Rossini et al. use the following technique
[78]: for each new request, they first randomly pick up a data item i according to a global Zipf popularity
distribution. Then, they map this new request for this data item to a random user u in the network, attached
to an ICN node n. For the next time that data item i is picked up randomly, they select users closer to n as
users requesting data item i. The closer user v is to ICN node n, the more probability is to map the request
for data item i to v.
Fayazbakhsh et al. used a technique that explores the effect of spatial skew [37]. A spatial skew of
0 considers the same global popularity distribution for all regions. On the other hand, the most popular
data item in one region may be among the least popular data items in other regions for a spatial skew of
1. Traverso et al. use the following technique to apply geographical locality [90]: for the request rate of
data item i in region r, they multiply i’s overall request rate by pr,i, in which pr,i represents the fraction of
exogenous requests for i arriving in region r. Traverso’s, Fayazbakhsh’s and Rossini’s approaches to generate
traffic with geographical locality do not guarantee that both the global and local distributions have Zipf
properties.
2.5 Modelling a Network of Caches
The network of caches constructed in ICNs have attracted renewed interest. By storing data items close
to the users, the cost of its retrieval is reduced (ISP’s point of view) and the user’s quality of experience is
improved (user’s point of view). The limited caching capacity leads us to two fundamental questions: which
data item to evict (replacement mechanism)? and which data item to cache (replication mechanism)? For
the first answer, the ICN nodes can use various replacement algorithms such LRU, LFU, k-LRU, etc. In
regards to the second question, in-network caching in ICNs are classified into on-path caching and off-path
caching based on whether a data item is cached along its delivery path.
In on-path caching, the path is the shortest route from an edge ICN node to the source of data items.
Upon the arrival of a data item at intermediate ICN node u, u may cache the data item. ICN node u can
make independent decisions on caching the arrived data items. In Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE) replication
mechanism for example, ICN node u always stores arrived data items. LCE is easy to implement, but results
in lots of redundant copies of a data item in ICN nodes on the delivery path. On the other hand, ICN
nodes may collaborate with the other nodes on the delivery path to make replication decision to optimize
the placement of a data item on the delivery path. Leave Copy Down (LCD) [56], Move Copy Down (MCD)
[57], ProbCache [71] and the age-based caching algorithm proposed by Ming el al. [64] are examples of this
category.
In LCD, assuming a request for item i hits at ICN node n that is l hops away from the user, a copy of
data item i is only cached at node m that is l − 1 hops from the user. More requests for i in LCD, copies
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i at ICN nodes closer to the users. MCD is similar to LCD except that the data item i is evicted from the
cache of ICN node in which the hit occurs as it gets cached in ICN node that is l − 1 hops away from the
user. In ProbCache, an ICN node calculates a probability in order to cache a data item. After receiving a
data item, ICN node n calculates probability probCache(x) ≈ xc for this data item. Parameter x corresponds
to the number of hops (distance) between node n and the content provider and c corresponds to the number
of hops between node n and the destination of the data item that is the requesting user for the data item.
Parameters x and c are provided in the header of data packets and Interest messages respectively. Parameter
c is updated on the path from the requesting user to the content provider. Each ICN node on this path that
receives the Interest message, increments parameter c in the header of the Interest message by one. Finally
Interest message gets to a content provider. Then, the content provider makes a new copy of requested data
item and copies c to its header. The content provider also sets x = 0 in the header of the copy of the requested
data item. Parameter x on the other hand, is updated on the path from the source node to the requesting
user. Each ICN node on this path that receives the data item, increments parameter x in the header of the
data packet by one. As a result of probCache(x), data items have more probability to get cached closer to
the requesting users. An age-based algorithm proposed by Ming et al. assigns a life-time to a data item on
its arrival [64]. The data items stays in the cache as long as its life time is not zero. Ming et al. allocate
longer life-time to more popular data items as well as data items closer to the edge of the network.
In off-path caching [37, 59], ICN nodes cooperate either locally or globally to determine the best con-
tent placement, optimized for either latency, network load, or cache utilization. In case of using off-path
caching, ICNs use two content discovery/delivery mechanisms either simultaneously or sequentially. One is
the standard mechanism explained in Chapter 1. The second of is routing the Interest messages to the ICN
nodes that store copies of data items based on off-path caching mechanism. In global off-path caching, data
items are replicated according to predefined rules that map data items to caches. Distribute Hash Table
(DHT) based routing and caching [53, 81, 99] has been one of the prominent solutions proposed in this do-
main. Multicache [53] for example, deploys Pastry DHT substrate [80]. In Pastry, each node is assigned an
identifier that is chosen uniformly from a flat identifier space. Each node in Pastry has a routing table that
enables message forwarding using prefix based routing. At each routing step, a node forwards the message
to another node whose identifier shares at least one more digit with the target identifier. To discover a copy
of data item i in Pastry, hash of i’s name is used to forward the messages for i to a node that possibly has
a copy of i cached. In other words, data item i is possibly stored on a node whose identifier is close to the
hash value of i’s name. In local off-path caching, neighbouring ICNs cooperate to cache data items together.
As a result, an ICN node u needs to ask its neighbouring nodes whether they have a copy of data item of
interest. Local off-path caching requires significant amounts of overhead. Nearest Replica Routing (NRR) for
example, floods messages from ICN node u to the neighbouring ICN nodes in order to discover a data item
[37]. The messages have Time To Live (TTL). When an ICN node receives a discovery message, it checks its
cache. If the data item is in the cache, the ICN node sends a copy of it back to u. Otherwise, it decreases
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the TTL of the message by one and floods the message to its neighbouring nodes if TTL is larger than zero.
Some studies in the past few years have been made to investigate the efficiency of caching in ICN, both
experimentally [37, 91] and analytically [66, 71], from which some have inconsistent results. For example,
Danzig et al. [32] and Rossini et al. [79] believe that in-network caching can be more effective. Fayazbakhsh
et al. [37] and Psaras et al. [72] on the other hand believe caching closer to the network edge is more
effective. Furthermore, a study by Chai et al. shows that selecting only some of the ICN nodes on the
delivery path is more profitable [18]. They propose a centrality-based caching algorithm that is based on
betweenness centrality in order to increase the caching performance. Betweenness centrality measures the
number of times that an ICN node locates on the content delivery paths between all pairs of ICN nodes
in a network topology. There are various definitions of centrality in the literature (e.g. degree, closeness,
eigenvector centrality etc.). In the context of on-path caching, the basic intuition is that if an ICN node
lies along a high number of content delivery paths (i.e. having high betweenness centrality), then the ICN
node’s cache is more likely to get a cache hit. By caching only at those more important ICN nodes along
the delivery paths, the cache replacement ratio is reduced while still content is cached at ICN nodes where
a cache hit is most likely to happen [94].
An analytical investigation of network of caches needs to model the arrival rate of users’ requests at the
intermediate ICN nodes. Psaras et al. propose a Markovian approach to approximate the hit probability in
LRU caches under IRM [72]. Their proposed method is based on Markovian assumptions making it difficult to
be extended to non-IRM traffic and other cache replacement algorithms. The models proposed by Rosensweig
et al. [76], Carofiglio et al. [15] and Dabirmoghaddam et al. [28] rely on the independence assumption among
caches, assuming that requests arriving at each cache satisfy the IRM assumptions.
Rosensweig et al. for example, propose a-NET, that approximates the miss rates of data items in a
network of LRU caches where LCE is used as the cache replication mechanism [76]. Assuming λev,i and Pv,i
as the exogenous request rate and hit probability respectively for item i at ICN node v, λ′v,i as the miss
rate for data item i at node v, their a-NET algorithm finds the request rate for item i at ICN node v, λv,i,
through equations
λv,i = λ
e
v,i +
∑
u∈R(v)
λ′u,i and, (2.17)
λ′v,i = λv,i(1− Pv,i), (2.18)
in which, R(v) is the set of all v’s neighbouring ICN nodes from which v may receive a request for i.
Expanding Che’s approximation for a network of LRU caches in which LCD is used as the replication
mechanism is complicated. Assuming ICN node u as the child of ICN node v, τu and τv as the characteristic
time approximation for ICN nodes u and v respectively, a request for item i at node u at time t is a hit under
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IRM, if and only if the previous request arrived in time interval [t − τu, t] and it either was in u’s cache or
was not in u’s cache but was available in v’s cache. Consequently, this probability is calculated as
Phitu,i (τu, τv) = (1− e−λu,iτu)
(
P inu,i(τu, τv) + (1− P inu,i(τu, τv))Phitv,i (τu, τv)
)
. (2.19)
The probability of a hit for data item i at time t at ICN node v under IRM is then
Phitv,i (τu, τv) = (1− e−λu,i
(
1−Phitu,i (τu,τv)
)
τv ). (2.20)
Under IRM, Phitu,i = P
in
u,i and P
hit
v,i = P
in
v,i. A fixed-point iterative procedure is needed to jointly determine
Pu,i and Pv,i since they are interdependent.
During their study, Rosensweig et al. identified main potential sources of prediction error that appears
between the simulation results and their model: the violation of the IRM (or Poisson) assumption on the miss
streams of LRU caches at intermediate ICN nodes [76]. So, (2.17), (2.19) and (2.20) will be an inaccurate
approximation of miss rates for i at intermediate ICN node v.
Some studies have shown that TTL-based models for network of caches calculate an accurate approxi-
mation of caching behaviour such as hit ratio and miss rate [9, 38, 39, 46, 52]. In a TTL cache, when data
item i gets stored in the cache, the cache sets a timer with initial value TTLi. When this timer expires data
item i is evicted from the cache. The timer for data item i is reset to TTLi if it is requested before its timer
expires. Using the Che’s approximation [19], the hit provability for data item i would be expressed as
Pi(TTLi) = 1− e−λiTTLi .
Garetto’s model [44] for a network of caches also has the inaccuracy of Rosensweig’s model [76] since
the miss streams of requests and aggregated request processes are approximated by Poisson processes. They
however, propose a more accurate model to calculate the hit probability of data item i for a network of LRU
caches combined with LCE cache replacement algorithm. Assuming ICN node u is the child of ICN node v,
they show the arrival process of requests for item i as node v is an ON-OFF Poisson process. In ON phase, i
is not cached in u and consequently the requests for i are forwarded to v. In OFF phase however, data item
i is cached in u; so no requests for i are forwarded to v.
Assuming τu and τv as the characteristic time approximation for u and v respectively, Garetto et al.
observe that a request for i arrives at v at time t only if i is not cached in u before t. This means that no
request for i has been arrived at u in interval [t − τu, t]. Assuming τv > τu, a request for data item i will
be hit in v if and only if i has been requested in time interval [t− τv, t− τu]. During this time interval, the
arrival process for i in not Poisson since it depends on unknown state of ICN node u. Garetto et al. however,
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assume a Poisson process for the request arrivals of i in this time interval and calculate the hit probability
of i at ICN node v as following
Phitv,i (τu, τv) ≈ 1− e−λ
′
u,i(τv−τu) [44]. (2.21)
They also mention that this reasoning cannot be used to calculate P inv,i since data item i may be in v regardless
of if it is or is not cached in u. In this regard, they assume
P inv,i(τu, τv) ≈ 1− e−λ
′
u,i(τv) [44], (2.22)
in order to find τv from (2.4). Applying this approximation for a network of non-LRU caches combined
with other cache replication mechanism is more complicated. As a result, these TTL-based models for
network of caches are computationally costly because of the sophisticated mathematical approach deployed
in approximating the cache behaviour.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, the works proposed for modelling individual caching algorithms under IRM were reviewed;
among the existing models, Che’s approximation has been found accurate [42, 44] and applicable to other
cache replacement algorithms (e.g. FIFO [42], LRU-2Q [48], q-LRU and k-LRU [44]) as well as network of
caches [9, 15, 33, 38, 39, 46, 52, 76]. Modelling individual caching algorithms under non-IRM environment,
in which temporal and geographical locality is considered in data items’ popularity, were also reviewed;
while temporal locality has been investigated well in the literature [45, 90, 89], simplifying assumptions
are considered to apply geographical locality. Finally, some models proposed for in-network caching in
the context of ICN were covered. Rosensweig’s model [76] for network of caches is simple but inaccurate
because of violation of the IRM assumption between ICN nodes. On the other hand, TTL-based models
[9, 38, 39, 44, 52] offer more accurate approximation of caching behaviour in the network of caches, although
they are computationally costly.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Methodology
This chapter describes the experimental environment used in this thesis to evaluate the performance of
caching in ICNs. Section 3.1 introduces ccnSim as a simulation package to simulate ICNs. Section 3.2 briefly
overviews features added to ccnSim in order to evaluate the models and algorithms proposed in this thesis.
ICN topologies that are studied in this work are covered in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 introduces the parameters
used in the models and algorithms of this thesis. Finally, Section 3.5 introduces metrics used here to study
the caching performance in ICNs.
3.1 Simulation Tool
To evaluate the proposed models and algorithms, ccnSim [21] is used; ccnSim simulates CCN [49]. This
simulation package runs on OMNeT++ which is a C++ object-oriented modular discrete event network
simulation framework [93]. OMNeT++ can be used in various network domains such as modelling of wired
and wireless communication networks, modelling of queueing networks and modelling of distributed networks.
Simulation environment in OMNeT++ is declared using modules that communicate with message passing.
The programmable modules, called simple modules, are written in C++, using the simulation class library.
Multiple simple modules could be grouped into compound modules. The main components of OMNeT++
are the following:
1. C++ classes (OMNeT++ class library): extended to customize the simulation environment. One C++
class is required for each new defined simple module. The C++ code implements the behaviour of the
simple module.
2. Network Description Language (NED): used to specify the features of new simple and compound mod-
ules. In addition, NED is used to declare the interactions between modules.
3. MSG language: used to define format of messages exchanged between network nodes.
The basic features of CCN [21], such as forwarding and caching strategies, cache decision policies and
content request model are simulated in ccnSim. The latest released version of ccnSim (ccnSim-v0.4) provides
two different kinds of content request models:
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• IRM: It is the traditional and most used approach in simulation studies. Independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d) content requests are generated for a catalog of N contents with fixed popularities
following a Poisson process of mean rate equal to λi for data item i.
• SNM: It reproduces the model proposed by Traverso et al. [90]. SNM takes into account temporal
locality of requests through an ON-OFF Poisson process that models the request patterns of different
classes of contents.
The directory structure of ccnSim is depicted in Figure 3.1. The Network subdirectory contains the NED
files describing the topologies (e.g. geant network.ned, level3 network.ned etc.). The Module subdirectory
contains NED files describing the simple and compound modules; for example node.ned describes a CCN
node in ccnSim as shown in Code C.1. Compound node.ned has three submodules (lines 20 to 22): core layer
that implements the content discovery/delivery process; strategy layer that implements content advertise-
ment which is responsible for filling up the FIBs for ICN nodes; and content store that implements cache
replacement and replication algorithms. The NED files also declare the connection between the submodules
(lines 29 and 30 in Code C.1) as well as the features of the module (lines 10 to 13 in Code C.1). The Packet
subdirectory contains ccn data.msg and ccn interest.msg as the two message types in CCN. The C++ code
for simples modules exist in the src directory. This directory itself contains the following subdirectories (right
side of Figure 3.1): clients in which different kinds of clients such as client IRM.cc and client ShotNoise.cc
are implemented; content : this module is responsible for defining the distribution based on which the clients
generate their requests; and node that implements the core layer, strategies and cache replacement and
replication algorithms.
3.2 Implementation
Modifications were made to the code of ccnSim (illustrated in italic and red in Figure 3.1). The 2-LRU and
LRU-2 algorithms have been implemented since these two algorithm are studied in details in Chapter 4. The
proposed traffic generator in Chapter 5 is implemented through additional simple modules implemented in
client GeographicalLocality.cc and GeographicalLocalityContentDistribution.cc files. A new core layer module
is also introduced that apply the local search in the process of content discovery/delivery (explained in
Chapter 5); this module is implemented in core ls layer.cc. This new module is responsible to handle the
local search messages, PLSTs, timers and local search replies, as explained in Section 5.3.
The settings for the experimental environment in OMNeT++ are configured in a file named omnetpp.ned
(illustrated in Appendix C). The settings can be divided into the following categories:
• Topology settings: as shown in Code C.2, this category configures settings related to the topology of
CCN system, such as the network (e.g. Dtelecom, Geant, etc.), list of repositories and the number of
repositories.
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strategy
packets
Tc Values
include
src
clients
content
node
cache
strategy
statistics
logs
results
infoSim
doc
node
cache
fifo cache.cc
lru cache.cc
lfu cache.cc
random cache.cc
two cache.cc
lru2 cache.cc
k2lru cache.cc
strategy
core layer.cc
core ls layer.cc
clients
client.cc
client GeographicalLocality.cc
client IRM.cc
client ShotNoise.cc
content
GeographicalLocalityContentDistribution.cc
content distribution.cc
zipf.cc
zipf sampled.cc
WeightedContentDistribution.cc
ShotNoiseContentDistribution.cc.cc
Figure 3.1: ccnSim directory structure.
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• Client settings: as shown in Code C.3, the category configures settings related to the clients such as
list of clients, number of clients, the arrival rate and client type. A user’s requests for a data item is
assumed to arrive at an ICN node as a Poisson process.
• Local search settings: this category configures the settings of the proposed traffic generator in Chapter
5 (Code C.4).
• Content distribution settings: this category configures the settings related to the content distribu-
tion such as: the file size, Zipf parameter, number of data items in the simulation, type of content
distribution, and the parameters related to the proposed traffic generator in Chapter 5 (Code C.5).
• Forwarding settings: this category sets the algorithm used for Interest forwarding (Code C.6), such as
Shortest Path Routing (SPR) and Nearest Replica Routing (NRR) [37].
• Caching settings: this category sets the parameters related to the caching such as cache replacement
algorithms (e.g. LRU, LFU, FIFO, LRU-2, 2-LRU, q-LRU and random), cache replication algorithms
(e.g. LCE and LCD) and the cache size of the CCN nodes (Code C.7).
• Simulation run-time: ccnSim collects the statistics (e.g. average distance, hit ratio etc) after the
simulation environment enters into a steady state. First, ccnSim waits for all the caches in the network
to get full. Then, ccnSim waits for the simulation environment to get stable. The Stabilization happens
when the variance of hit probability at each node in the network goes below a threshold. At this
point, ccnSim starts collecting the statistics. After the system gets stable, the simulation runs to
completion. The simulation run-time is selected such that the least popular items are requested at
least once. For example, assume the popularity of 20000 data items follow a Zipf distribution with
α = 1.4 and the overall request arrival rate at an ICN cache is modelled as a Poisson process with
λ = 2 requests/second. Therefore, the least popular data item is requested once every 1.6e+06 seconds
on average. The simulation run-time is then set to 9e+06 (representing 104 days) in order to request
the least popular item one or more times.
3.3 Network Topologies
The topologies used to evaluate the performance of caching in ICNs are either k-array trees [18, 28, 72, 71] or
ISP topologies [10, 11, 73, 77, 86]. To have a more realistic study of the behaviour of in-network caching in
ICNs, four publicly available ISP topologies (available in ccnSim), shown in Table 3.1 are used in this thesis,
as used in other studies [10, 11, 77, 86]. The ccnSim simulator is configured such that one of the ICN nodes
in each topology is selected as the gateway node of that topology. The out-going traffic at this gateway node
contributes to the load on the source node that hosts all the data items. For a given topology, ccnSim then
creates a tree from the gateway node to other nodes in the topology.
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Table 3.1: Specification of topologies.
specifications
name inter-nodes edge-nodes depth max degree average degree
Level3 5 41 5 29 9.00
Dtelecom 7 61 4 52 9.57
Tiger 12 10 5 4 1.75
Geant 12 10 6 4 1.75
3.4 Configuration Parameters
Table 3.2 depicts the notations used in the thesis. First, the pattern of data items arriving at a cache under
IRM is described here. IRM assumes that requests are generated for a fixed catalogue size of data items,
shown by N . IRM also assumes that request rate for data item i arriving at node k is constant over time and
follows a Poisson process with rate λk,i. The request probability of data items at ICN node k are assumed
to follows a Zipf distribution with parameter αk. This results in pk,i ≈ (1/Πk,i)αk , in which Πk,i indicates
the rank of data item i’s popularity at ICN node k. Then, assuming λk as the total request rate of all data
items at node k, λk,i is calculated as λk,i = pk,iλk. Under non-IRM however, λk,i is calculated using (2.13).
Parameter z indicates the strength of temporal locality in a 2-stage hyper-exponential distribution in (2.14).
Assuming Pk,i as the hit probability of a request for data item i at ICN node k, the miss rate of data item
i at ICN node k is calculated as λ′k,i = (1−Pk,i)λk,i. Consequently, the overall miss rate and hit probability
at ICN node k are calculated as λ′k =
∑N
i=1 λ
′
k,i and Pk = 1−λ′k/λk, respectively. Ck is the cache size of ICN
node k which is used in (2.4) to calculate τk; as a result τk is a function of Ck that is indicated by τk(Ck).
Chapter 4 assumes identical distributions for all ICN nodes meaning the followings:
Πk,i = i, ∀k ∈ R, and
pk,i = pl,i, ∀k, l ∈ R, l 6= k.
In this regard, Chapter 4 uses notations pi, λi, λ
′
i for the sake of simplicity. Other notations in Table 3.2 are
described in the chapters in which they are used.
3.5 Metrics
To study the caching performance in ICNs, the following metrics are considered in this thesis:
• Hit ratio/miss rate: a good caching mechanism in an ICN network maximizes the overall hit ratio
in the network. The overall miss rate in an ICN network is a fraction of requests that are not fulfilled
inside the ICN network. The miss rate of an ICN network is proportional with the hit ratio in that
ICN network.
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Table 3.2: Notations
General
N , number of data items
s , source of data items
λk , arrival rate at ICN node k
pk,i , item i’s popularity at ICN node k
λk,i , arrival rate of data item i at ICN node k
Pk,i , hit probability of data item i at ICN node k
Pk , the overall hit probability of data items at ICN node k
λ′k,i , miss rate of data item i at ICN node k
λ′k , the overall miss rate of data items at ICN node k
αk , Zipf parameter of the traffic at ICN node k
τk(Ck) , characteristic time approximation of the cache at ICN node k, that is a function of Ck
Chapter 5
t , a threshold for Zipf match
ψ , a parameter to determine the similarity between two distributions
Sλk , set of λk,i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N : {λk,1, λk,2 . . . λk,N}
Πk,i , rank of item i’s popularity in region k
Λk,j , request rate of an item with rank j in region k
Πk , function mapping item i to Πk,i 1 ≤ i ≤ Nk
Γk , set of data items in region k
Chapter 6
z , temporal locality parameter
Dk , the shortest distance between k to s
ki , i’th immediate parent of k, e.g. k0 and k1 are node k itself and i’s parent respectively
Common in Chapters 5 and 6
R , set of all ICN nodes
E , set of all ICN edge nodes
C , the overall cache budge; C =
∑
∀r∈R Ck
D , the depth of a tree
Sk , set of all ICN nodes in a subtree rooted at k
Nk , number of arriving data items at ICN node k
Ck , size of cache allocated to ICN node k
Rk , set of all children of ICN node k
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• Load on the server: the miss request leaving the gateway of a topology in an ICN network is
considered as the load on the server that hosts all data items. Lower miss rate at the root results in
lower load on the server.
• The average retrieval distance: this metric defines the average distance (number of hops) between
the users and the first copy of data item of their interest. This metric is considered as the latency that
users feel in order to access the data items. It is assumed in this thesis that the all hops in an ICN
network have the same latency. Caching in ICNs helps minimizing this distance (latency).
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Chapter 4
Modelling LRU-2
4.1 Motivation
ICNs are comprised of nodes that are equipped with cache storages. These connected ICN nodes then
construct a hierarchy of caches. Studying the performance of caching in a large hierarchy of caches through
simulations is extremely costly. Garetto et al. for example found that investigating the caching performance
in an ICN with 1365 nodes through simulations is very expensive since the simulation needs lots of memory,
high CPU usage and long time to enter into the steady state [44]. Modelling of such a large cache network
however needs the same computation cost of small cache networks.
Modelling the caching performance in a network of caches in ICNs requires an accurate approximation
for the performance of each individual cache in the network. Calculating an accurate approximation of
LRU performance has been interesting for researchers [19, 30, 72] since LRU is used in shaping other cache
replacement algorithms with higher hit ratios such as q-LRU, LRU-k [68], ARC [63], LRU-2Q [51] and k-LRU
[44]. LRU-k is the oldest one in the family of LRU algorithms that outperforms LRU through considering
recency and frequency together in its eviction mechanism. LRU-2Q then was proposed to overcome the
run-time complexity of LRU-k [51]. The k-LRU cache replacement algorithm is the latest one in the family
of LRU caching algorithms that outperforms LRU through deploying an eviction mechanism with the same
idea used in LRU-k, considering both frequency and recency, with a low run-time complexity. Besides the
studies that modelled different cache replacement algorithms such as FIFO [30, 44], LRU [19, 30, 72], q-LRU
[44], LRU-2Q [48] and k-LRU [46, 44], there is no study that modelled LRU-k. The main contribution in this
chapter is modelling LRU-2, using Che’s approximation, explained in Section 2.4, as a specific case of LRU-k
for k = 2. The experiments show that the proposed model approximates the LRU-2 algorithm accurately.
The closest work to this modelling is Boyar’s work that compares the performance of LRU-k versus LRU
[14]. They however, do not find the miss rate for LRU-k caches.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, LRU-2 is mathematically modelled for an individual
cache and hierarchical trees of caches in Section 4.2. The model is validated analytically and with simulation
in Section 4.3. First, the LRU-2 model is evaluated in a simple binary tree with three nodes. The accuracy
of the model is studied for individual nodes at the edge and the root of such topology. Then, the model is
investigated in four publicly available ISP topologies. This section also compares LRU-2 with 2-LRU [44].
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Section 4.4 summarizes the chapter.
The author would like to thank Nicholas Beaton from the Department of Math and Stats that collaborated
in solving the derivation and verification of the LRU-2 model. Note that portions of this chapter have been
accepted for publication at LCN 2018.
4.2 The LRU-2 Model
O’Neil et al. proposed LRU-k in order to take into account the history of the last k references to each data
item [68]. In this regard, the LRU-k cache stores k timestamps for each data item. A buffer is used to store
the timestamps of not only cached data items but also the evicted data items. Upon replacement, the data
item with the oldest kth timestamp will be evicted. In their LRU-k caching algorithm, however, a request
for a data item with a cache miss will be stored regardless of its timestamp.
For data item i, LRU-2 model gets the number of data items (N), the request rate for i (λi) and the cache
size (C) and calculates the miss rate for data item i (λ′i). In this regard, Che’s approximation is extended to
model the miss rate of data items in a LRU-2 cache. To adopt Che’s approximation for LRU-2, we need to
redefine τi as follows: τi is the time needed before C distinct data items (not including item i) are requested
twice by the users since the second most recent request for item i. As a result, data item i is in the cache at
time t if and only if less than τi has elapsed since the second most recent request for item i.
The arrival process of item i is presented in Figure 4.1. Assuming item i gets cached at t0, a request
for it at time tl is a cache hit if and only if tl − tl−2 < τi. A request for item i is a cache miss at tn since
tn − tn−2 > τi. As described before, item i cannot return to the cache if there is no other data item in
the cache whose timestamp is older than i’s timestamp. Item i gets stored again however at time t′m since
t′m − t′m−2 < τi. There is one cache miss in interval (t0, tn], while all requests for item i end in cache miss in
interval (t′0, t
′
m]. We calculate the expected value of item i’s miss rate to be
λ′i =
1 + (λiE[t′m]− 1)
E[tn] + E[t′m]
=
λiE[t′m]
E[tn] + E[t′m]
. (4.1)
4.2.1 Calculating τi
As with LRU, we let ul = tl − tl−1. For item i, {u1 + u2, u2 + u3, . . . } are independent and identical Erlang
distributed random variables with pdf of f(t, λi) = λ
2
i te
−λit. Consequently, the time-average probability Pi
that data item i is in the cache is then given by
Pi(τi) = 1− e−λiτi(1 + λiτi). (4.2)
If we again suppose that τi is independent of i, we should expect τ ≡ τi to satisfy
N∑
j=1
Pj(τ) =
N∑
j=1
1− e−λjτ (1 + λjτ) = C. (4.3)
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Figure 4.1: Arrival processes of data item i at a LRU-2 cache.
4.2.2 Calculating tn
Using a similar setup as for LRU, we now let n be the smallest value such that tn − tn−2 = un + un−1 > τ ,
as shown in Figure 4.1. For item i, we now have a sequence of exponential random variables u1, u2, u3 . . .
and we terminate when two consecutive values add to more than τ . Moreover, we will assume that there is a
special value x which precedes the sequence, and we terminate after u1 if u1 + x > τ . Let S1(x) be the sum,
conditioned on the special value x.
Now we sample u1 with expected value
1
λi
. If x > τ , we terminate there, regardless of the value of u1, so
this is not interesting. If x < τ , then with probability e−λi(τ−x) we also terminate at u1. Otherwise, we must
keep going, but now what happens afterwards depends on u1. We must integrate over the possible values of
u1, to obtain
E[S1(x)] =
1
λi
+
∫ τ−x
0
λie
−λiuE[S1(u)]du. (4.4)
Let f(x) = E[S1(x)], and differentiate with respect to x to obtain
f ′(x) = −λie−λi(τ−x)f(τ − x). (4.5)
Solving (4.5), as shown in Appendix A, results in
E[S1(x)] =
(
1√
µ1
eµ1(x−
τ
2 ) − 1√µ2 eµ2(x−
τ
2 )
)
λi
(
1√
µ1
eµ1
τ
2 − 1√µ2 eµ2
τ
2
) , (4.6)
in which µ1,2 depend on λi and τ and are defined in Appendix B (specifically (A.8)).
Next, assume that item i has a request at time t = t0, at which point it becomes cached, after being
evicted. We wish to determine the expected time until it is evicted again. This will depend on the last request
before t0, ie. t−1. Unfortunately, u0 = t0 − t−1 is not fixed, nor is it completely random; its distribution is
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affected by the fact that i is cached at t0, but evicted at t−1. We first determine the distribution of u−1,
initially conditioning only on u−1 + u−2 > τ . By Bayes’ theorem, this distribution satisfies
f∗u−1(u) =
λie
−λiuE[u−1 + u−2 > τ |u−1 = u]∫∞
0
λie−λivE[u−1 + u−2 > τ |u−1 = v]dv
=

λi
1+τλi
u < τ
λie
λi(τ−u)
1+τλi
u > τ.
(4.7)
Given the distribution of u−1, we can get the distribution of u0 in the same way, now taking into account
u0 + u−1 < τ :
fu0(u) =
λie
−λiuE[u0 + u−1 < τ |u0 = u]∫∞
0
λie−λivE[u0 + u−1 < τ |u0 = v]dv
=
λ2i e
−λiu(τ − u)
λiτ + e−λiτ − 1 for 0 < u < τ. (4.8)
Hence, E[tn] can be obtained through (4.9).
E[tn] =
∫ τ
0
fu0(u)E[S1(u)]du =
e
3
2λiτ
(
e−λiτ (µ
3
2
1 e
µ1
τ
2 − µ 322 eµ2
τ
2 ) + µ
3
2
2 e
−µ2 τ2 (1− µ1τ)− µ
3
2
1 e
−µ1 τ2 (1− µ2τ)
)
λ2i (λiτ + e
−λiτ − 1)(√µ2eµ1 τ2 −√µ1eµ2 τ2 )
.
(4.9)
4.2.3 Calculating t′m
Now say item i was requested at time t = t′0, and at that point it was not in the cache. It then has requests
at times t′1, t
′
2, t
′
3, . . . , with m the smallest value such that t
′
m − t′m−2 = u′m + u′m−1 < τ . We again have a
sequence of exponential random variables u′1, u
′
2, u
′
3, . . . , but this time we terminate when two consecutive
values add to less than τ . As before, we define a special value x which precedes the sequence, allowing us
to terminate after u′1 if u
′
1 + x < τ . Let S2(x) be the sum of the u
′
i, conditioned on the special value x.
We sample u′1 with expected value
1
λi
. If x > τ , we continue and sample u′2, regardless of u
′
1’s value (see
Appendix B). If x < τ , with probability 1 − e−λi(τ−x) the process terminates after u′1. Otherwise we keep
going, but now what happens after depends on the value of u′1, so we integrate over the possible values, to
get
E[S2(x)] =
1
λi
+
∫ ∞
τ−x
λie
−λiuE[S2(u)]du. (4.10)
Let f(x) = E[S2(x)], and differentiate with respect to x to get
f ′(x) = λie−λi(τ−x)f(τ − x). (4.11)
Solving (4.11), as shown in Appendix B, results in
E[S2(x)] =

f(x)
λi(1−e−τλi−Q)f(τ) x < τ
1
λi(1−e−τλi−Q) x ≥ τ,
(4.12)
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where f(x) and Q are defined in (B.1) and (B.5) respectively.
Next, suppose i is requested at t = t′0 and i has been evicted before t
′
0. That is, u
′
0 + u
′
−1 > τ while
u′−1 + u
′
−2 < τ . We first determine the distribution of u
′
−1, conditioned only on u
′
−1 + u
′
−2 < τ . By Bayes’
theorem, this distribution satisfies
f∗u′−1(u) =
λie
−λiuE[u−1 + u−2 < τ |u−1 = u]∫∞
0
λie−λivE[u−1 + u−2 < τ |u−1 = v]dv
=
λi(e
−λiu − e−λiτ )
1− (1 + λiτ)e−λiτ for 0 < u < τ. (4.13)
Given the distribution of u′−1, we again use Bayes’ theorem to consider u
′
0 + u
′
−1 > τ to get the distribution
of u′0:
fu′0(u) =
λie
−λiuE[u0 + u−1 > τ |u0 = u]∫∞
0
λie−λivE[u0 + u−1 > τ |u0 = v]dv
=

λie
−λiu(−λiu+eλiu−1)
λiτ+e−λiτ−1 u < τ
λie
−λiu(−λiτ+eλiτ−1)
λiτ+e−λiτ−1 u > τ.
(4.14)
Hence, E(t′m) is calculated through (4.15).
E(t′m) =
∫ τ
0
fu′0(u)E[S2(u)]du =
eλi
τ
2
(
√
u2(µ1λiτ−µ2)eµ1
τ
2 +
√
µ1(µ2λiτ−µ1)eµ2
τ
2
)
(
λ2i f(τ)
) + e−λiτ (−λiτ + eλiτ − 1)
λi(λiτ + e−λiτ − 1)(1− e−λiτ −Q) .
(4.15)
4.3 Model Validation/Insights
The goal of this section is threefold. First, the previously derived analytical expressions are validated against
simulations to investigate accuracy of the proposed model based on different system/traffic parameters.
Second, LRU-2 model and 2-LRU are studied. Finally, the proposed model is studied in realistic topologies
of Section 3.3.
All caches have the same size, and caches connected to direct users have the same exogenous request
pattern. The request arrival pattern at cache c (exogenous traffic), is modelled as a Poisson process with
parameter λec =
∑
∀i λ
e
c,i = 2. Item i’s request probability (pi), follows a Zipf distribution with parameter
α (pi ∝ 1iα ). The request rate for data item i will thus be λec,i = λecpi. Having N = 20000, (4.1) is used to
evaluate the proposed model. The following two scenarios are taken into account in the experiments:
• Scenario 1: C = 200, α ∈ {0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4},
• Scenario 2: α = 1.0, C ∈ {200, 500, 1000, 2000}.
The simulation results are the average of five simulation runs for each case study in these two scenarios.
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4.3.1 Evaluation of the LRU-2 Model
In this section, a simple topology of a binary tree with three caches is studied. Two edge caches {c1, c2}
are connected to the users while the root cache r gets no direct requests. Here, the performance of caches
are studied through their overall miss rates. The overall miss rate at a node contributes to the load on the
server as mentioned in Section 3.5. In this regard, the miss rate per data item measured by simulations and
estimated by the proposed model are compared.
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Figure 4.2: LRU-2, C = 200 (log-log scale).
For Scenario 1 (see Figure 4.2a), τc1 and τc2 are calculated using (4.3) to get the miss rate for each
item. For edge caches, λc1,i = λc2,i = 2pi since they have no child caches. This results in τc1 = τc2 =
969, 1056, 1554, 2963 for the four different values of α respectively. For α = 1.0 for example, this means
that if the requests arrive with rate of 2 requests per second, a request for data item i in LRU-2 cache with
capacity of 200 at time t is a hit if the time interval between t and the time at which the second most recent
request in the past for i took place is shorter than 1056 seconds.
Then, tc1,n and tc2,n via (4.9) and t
′
c1,m and t
′
c2,m via (4.15) are calculated, in order to find λ
′
c1,i
and
λ′c2,i using (4.1). The request rate for item i at the root cache r is calculated through (2.17) which results in
λr,i = λ
′
c1,i
+ λ′c2,i since there is no exogenous request traffic for the root cache. Then, this value is used to
find τr. Having τr calculated, item i’s average miss rate at the root cache can be approximated as represented
in Figure 4.2b. The proposed model for LRU-2 provides a good approximation of the cache miss rate per
data item. Similar steps are follows for Scenario 2 as well. This scenario is evaluated in Figure 4.3 where the
cache miss rate decreases as the cache size increases.
4.3.2 LRU-2 Model vs 2-LRU Evaluation
In this section, the LRU-2 and 2-LRU caching algorithms are investigated with respect to performance in
terms of the miss rates at each level in the cache hierarchy. The results of LRU-2 simulations are removed
from the study since LRU-2 simulations match the LRU-2 model precisely. In addition, Gast’s approximation
for 2-LRU in (2.10) [46] is used to approximate the performance of 2-LRU algorithm.
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Figure 4.3: LRU-2, α = 1.0 (log-log scale).
The comparison between 2-LRU and LRU-2 for edge nodes in Scenario 1 is demonstrated in Figure 4.4.
The x-axis is cut off at 2C, since all the remaining data items have 100% miss ratios for both models. The
miss rates for popular items is very low as they are almost always in the cache. This figure shows that miss
rates in 2-LRU get closer to the miss rates in LRU-2 as α increases. In addition, Gast’s model underestimates
the miss rate for items in 2-LRU caching algorithm as α increases. The same general behaviour at the root
cache is observed as shown in Figure 4.5. The comparison for Scenario 2 is depicted in Figures 4.6 and 4.7.
As the cache size increases, Gast’s model for 2-LRU slightly underestimates the miss rates.
Thus, it can be concluded that 2-LRU outperforms LRU-2. Moreover, Gast’s approximation for 2-LRU
in (2.10) underestimates the miss rates in 2-LRU for larger α and cache size. In contrast, the proposed model
for LRU-2 calculates a better approximation of 2-LRU behaviour for larger α and cache size.
4.3.3 Realistic Topologies
In this section, the caching performance in realistic topologies is investigated. Only edge caches are directly
connected to users. The intermediate caches receive endogenous requests from their children caches. The
overall hit ratio of the network is calculated as
(∑
∀c
∑
∀i(λc,i − λ′c,i)
)
/
(∑
∀c
∑
∀i λc,i
)
. Table 4.1 gives hit
probability predictions for 2-LRU and LRU-2 in Geant topology for Gast’s 2-LRU model and our LRU-2
model respectively, and the corresponding simulations. 2-LRU provides a slightly higher overall hit ratio in
both simulation and modelling. Gast’s 2-LRU model has an error between (+0.44%,+5.03%) for the overall
hit ratio, while the proposed LRU-2 model has an error between (−0.37%, 6.05%). The results for Tiger
(Table 4.2), DTelecom (Table 4.3) and Level3 (Table 4.4) confirm this difference.
For larger cache sizes, the 2-LRU model continues to overestimate and the LRU-2 model is stable in
nearly all cases. For smaller values of α, both algorithms are less accurate. The last column in Tables 4.1
to 4.4 shows the fit between the proposed model for LRU-2 and the simulation results of 2-LRU. As in the
synthetic cases, the LRU-2 model approximates a better hit ratio for 2-LRU for larger cache and large α.
For Dtelecom topology for example (Table 4.3), the proposed model for LRU-2 approximates the hit ratio
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Figure 4.4: LRU-2 vs 2-LRU, C = 200, edge.
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Figure 4.5: LRU-2 vs 2-LRU, C = 200, root.
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Figure 4.6: LRU-2 vs 2-LRU, α = 1.0, edge.
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Figure 4.7: LRU-2 vs 2-LRU, α = 1.0, root.
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of the 2-LRU algorithm with 6.72% error (absolute value of error) for α = 0.8 and C = 100, that is larger
than 2.62% error of Gast’s model. The error of the LRU-2 model’s prediction for 2-LRU however drops to
1.83% for C = 4000 that is smaller than 4.81% error for Gast’s approximation. One can also say that the
2-LRU’s hit ratio estimated by LRU-2 gets more accurate as α gets larger; i.e. for C = 100 for example, the
error (absolute value of error) of the LRU-2’s approximation for 2-LRU decreases from 5.80% to 0.44% as α
moves from 0.8 to 1.4.
The error between the models’ predictions and simulation results is mostly due to the violation of the IRM
assumption on requests arrivals at intermediate nodes (shown in Tables 4.5-4.8), that has also been observed
before by Rosensweig et al. [76]. The tables show that while the models approximate hit ratio at edge nodes
with absolute value of error less than 2% (|error| < 2%), the models have larger error to estimate the hit
ratio at intermediate nodes. For α = 0.8 for instance, error > 20% for 2-LRU and LRU-2 are observed for
Dtelecom and Level3 topologies. The reason of this high error ratio for these two topologies compared to
Geant and Tiger topologies is the high node degree of the nodes in DTelecom and Level3 topologies (Table
3.1). In other words, Tables 4.5-4.8 imply that the inaccuracy of models to calculate the hit ratio at an
intermediate node increase by the number of children of the node.
4.4 Summary
LRU cache replacement algorithms let the data items requested only once get inserted into the cache. This
results in eviction of some more popular data items from the cache. To deal with this issue, LRU-k was
proposed that considers not only recency but also frequency in making decision for eviction. Because of
its implementation complexity however, some other cache replacement algorithms such as LRU-2Q, ARC
and k-LRU are introduced that consider both frequency and recency with low implementation overhead. In
this chapter, a mathematical model for LRU-2 is proposed through extending the Che’s approximation, as
a specific case of LRU-k for k = 2. The experiments validated that the proposed LRU-2 model precisely
approximates the miss rate of data items for the LRU-2 caching algorithm. The simulation results also show
that although 2-LRU outperforms LRU-2 (both in individual cache and network of caches), Gast’s model for
2-LRU underestimates the miss rate as either Zipf parameter (α) or cache size increases. On the other hand,
the proposed model for LRU-2 calculates a better approximation of 2-LRU behaviour as either α or cache
size increases. The accuracy of the models’ estimations for edge and intermediate nodes are also investigated
in this chapter. This investigation confirms the Rosensweig’s findings about the inaccuracy of models at
intermediate nodes that is caused by non-IRM arrivals of the requests [76].
Approximating the hit ratio at node u in a network of caches using Rosensweig’s technique, Equations
(2.17) and (2.18), needs the overall arrival rate for each data item at u and cache size of u. The overall arrival
rate of data item i at u is the accumulation of arrival rates of data item i from u’s neighbours. In case of a
hierarchical tree of caches, the overall arrival rate of data item i at u would be the accumulation of requests
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Table 4.1: Hit ratio (%), LRU-2 vs 2-LRU, Geant topology.
C
2-LRU LRU-2
Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err) vs. 2-LRU Sim
α = 0.8
100 9.49 9.61 (1.26%) 8.43 8.94 (6.05%) -5.80%
500 16.89 17.31 (2.49%) 15.58 16.47 (5.71%) -2.49%
1000 21.99 22.69 (3.18%) 20.64 21.84 (5.81%) -0.68%
2000 29.30 30.52 (4.16%) 28.06 29.68 (5.77%) 1.30%
4000 40.72 42.77 (5.03%) 39.82 42.16 (5.88%) 3.54%
α = 1.0
100 22.32 22.57 (1.12%) 20.99 21.51 (2.48%) -3.63%
500 34.59 35.15 (1.62%) 33.13 34.11 (2.96%) -1.39%
1000 41.62 42.42 (1.92%) 40.21 41.21 (2.49%) -0.99%
2000 50.31 51.46 (2.29%) 49.12 50.47 (2.75%) 0.32%
4000 61.57 63.21 (2.66%) 60.82 62.23 (2.32%) 1.07%
α = 1.2
100 44.21 44.67 (1.04%) 42.87 43.68 (1.89%) -1.20%
500 60.80 61.42 (1.02%) 59.63 60.45 (1.38%) -0.58%
1000 68.17 68.86 (1.01%) 67.17 67.27 (0.15%) -1.32%
2000 75.61 76.41 (1.06%) 74.88 75.33 (0.60%) -0.37%
4000 83.18 84.12 (1.13%) 82.80 83.14 (0.41%) -0.05%
α = 1.4
100 68.69 69.24 (0.80%) 67.75 68.39 (0.94%) -0.44%
500 83.42 83.84 (0.50%) 82.85 82.54 (-0.37%) -1.05%
1000 88.11 88.50 (0.44%) 87.70 87.69 (-0.01%) -0.48%
2000 91.90 92.30 (0.44%) 91.64 91.76 (0.13%) -0.15%
4000 94.93 95.38 (0.47%) 94.83 95.04 (0.22%) 0.12%
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Table 4.2: Hit ratio (%), LRU-2 vs 2-LRU, Tiger topology.
C
2-LRU LRU-2
Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err) vs. 2-LRU Sim
α = 0.8
100 10.21 10.28 (0.69%) 9.12 9.55 (4.71%) -6.46%
500 18.06 18.38 (1.77%) 16.72 17.46 (4.43%) -3.32%
1000 23.36 23.94 (2.48%) 22.00 22.99 (4.50%) -1.58%
2000 30.84 31.86 (3.31%) 29.61 30.94 (4.49%) 0.32%
4000 42.27 43.98 (4.05%) 41.39 43.01 (3.91%) 1.75%
α = 1.0
100 23.86 24.07 (0.88%) 22.53 22.95 (1.86%) -3.81%
500 36.57 37.06 (1.34%) 35.13 35.94 (2.31%) -1.72%
1000 43.69 44.38 (1.58%) 42.32 43.20 (2.08%) -1.12%
2000 52.33 53.32 (1.89%) 51.18 52.28 (2.15%) -0.10%
4000 63.27 64.67 (2.21%) 62.56 63.61 (1.68%) 0.54%
α = 1.2
100 46.42 46.83 (0.88%) 45.12 45.78 (1.46%) -1.38%
500 62.88 63.43 (0.87%) 61.79 62.37 (0.94%) -0.81%
1000 70.01 70.63 (0.89%) 69.09 69.03 (-0.09%) -1.40%
2000 77.12 77.82 (0.91%) 76.44 76.55 (0.14%) -0.74%
4000 84.21 87.38 (3.76%) 83.86 84.20 (0.41%) -0.01%
α = 1.4
100 70.56 71.06 (0.71%) 69.69 69.90 (0.30%) -0.94%
500 84.60 84.97 (0.44%) 84.09 83.64 (-0.54%) -1.13%
1000 88.99 89.32 (0.37%) 88.61 88.57 (-0.05%) -0.47%
2000 92.50 92.85 (0.38%) 92.27 92.37 (0.11%) -0.14%
4000 95.28 95.69 (0.43%) 95.19 95.38 (0.20%) 0.10%
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Table 4.3: Hit ratio (%), LRU-2 vs 2-LRU, Dtelecom topology.
C
2-LRU LRU-2
Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err) vs. 2-LRU Sim
α = 0.8
100 11.46 11.76 (2.62%) 10.12 10.69 (5.63%) -6.72%
500 19.97 20.66 (3.46%) 18.38 19.30 (5.01%) -3.36%
1000 25.63 26.63 (3.90%) 24.04 25.22 (4.91%) -1.60%
2000 33.50 34.99 (4.45%) 32.08 33.50 (4.43%) 0.00%
4000 45.29 47.47 (4.81%) 44.28 46.12 (4.16%) 1.83%
α = 1.0
100 26.43 26.90 (1.78%) 24.81 25.52 (2.86%) -3.44%
500 39.75 40.53 (1.96%) 38.11 39.01 (2.36%) -1.86%
1000 47.03 48.02 (2.11%) 45.52 46.51 (2.17%) -1.11%
2000 55.71 56.98 (2.28%) 54.48 55.59 (2.04%) -0.22%
4000 66.44 68.08 (2.47%) 65.71 66.76 (1.60%) 0.48%
α = 1.2
100 49.92 50.55 (1.26%) 48.44 49.05 (1.26%) -1.74%
500 66.09 66.79 (1.06%) 64.93 65.56 (0.97%) -0.80%
1000 72.90 73.63 (1.00%) 71.95 72.24 (0.40% -0.91%
2000 79.53 80.34 (1.02%) 78.87 78.70 (-0.22%) -1.04%
4000 86.02 86.95 (1.08%) 85.72 85.92 (0.23%) -0.12%
α = 1.4
100 73.48 74.14 (0.90%) 72.56 71.81 (-1.03%) -2.27%
500 86.40 86.81 (0.47%) 85.89 85.04 (-0.99%) -1.57%
1000 90.32 90.71 (0.43%) 89.97 89.56 (-0.46%) -0.84%
2000 93.41 93.83 (0.45%) 93.22 93.36 (0.15%) -0.05%
4000 95.80 96.33 (0.55%) 95.77 95.83 (0.06%) 0.03%
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Table 4.4: Hit ratio (%), LRU-2 vs 2-LRU, Level3 topology.
C
2-LRU LRU-2
Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err) vs. 2-LRU Sim
α = 0.8
100 9.83 10.20 (3.76%) 8.53 9.35 (9.61%) -4.88%
500 17.32 18.28 (5.54%) 15.77 17.18 (8.94%) -0.81%
1000 22.48 23.90 (6.32%) 20.89 22.74 (8.86%) 1.16%
2000 29.88 32.06 (7.30%) 28.39 30.82 (8.56%) 3.15%
4000 41.47 44.78 (7.98%) 40.33 42.98 (6.57%) 3.64%
α = 1.0
100 23.09 23.69 (2.60%) 21.44 22.55 (5.18%) -2.34%
500 35.52 36.61 (3.07%) 33.79 35.27 (4.38%) -0.70%
1000 42.61 44.03 (3.33%) 40.97 42.67 (4.15%) 0.14%
2000 51.37 53.25 (3.66%) 49.97 51.97 (4.00%) 1.17%
4000 62.68 65.16 (3.96%) 61.79 63.95 (3.50%) 2.03%
α = 1.2
100 45.39 46.23 (1.85%) 43.75 44.94 (2.72%) -0.99%
500 61.91 62.91 (1.62%) 60.55 61.72 (1.93%) -0.31%
1000 69.19 70.27 (1.56%) 68.05 69.01 (1.41%) -0.26%
2000 76.50 77.70 (1.57%) 75.67 76.33 (0.87%) -0.22%
4000 83.88 85.24 (1.62%) 83.46 84.16 (0.84%) 0.33%
α = 1.4
100 69.80 70.69 (1.28%) 68.67 69.58 (1.33%) -0.32%
500 84.13 84.74 (0.73%) 83.47 82.58 (-1.07%) -1.84%
1000 88.64 89.20 (0.63%) 88.18 88.11 (-0.08%) -0.60%
2000 92.25 92.83 (0.63%) 91.98 92.41 (0.47%) 0.17%
4000 95.10 95.76 (0.69%) 95.02 95.43 (0.43%) 0.35%
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Table 4.5: Accuracy of models, Geant topology.
C
2-LRU LRU-2
Edge Intermediate Edge Intermediate
Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err)
α = 0.8
100 23.21 23.43 (0.95%) 7.01 7.09 (1.14%) 21.13 21.11 (-0.09%) 6.19 6.78 (9.53%)
500 36.86 37.28 (1.14%) 12.65 13.04 (3.08%) 34.81 34.80 (-0.03%) 11.61 12.64 (8.87%)
1000 44.23 44.79 (1.27%) 16.75 17.43 (4.06%) 42.44 42.46 (0.05%) 15.64 17.04 (8.95%)
2000 52.84 53.58 (1.40%) 22.95 24.19 (5.40%) 51.53 50.84 (-1.34%) 21.87 24.01 (9.79%)
4000 63.16 64.06 (1.42%) 33.37 35.61 (6.71%) 62.53 62.46 (-0.11%) 32.48 35.44 (9.11%)
α = 1.0
100 47.06 47.40 (0.72%) 16.37 16.57 (1.22%) 45.47 45.48 (0.02%) 15.24 15.90 (4.33%)
500 62.08 62.55 (0.76%) 26.22 26.73 (1.95%) 60.86 60.90 (0.07%) 24.88 26.06 (4.74%)
1000 68.54 69.07 (0.77%) 32.36 33.14 (2.41%) 67.57 67.63 (0.09%) 31.00 32.24 (4.00%)
2000 75.06 75.64 (0.77%) 40.50 41.72 (3.01%) 74.39 74.47 (0.11%) 39.28 40.99 (4.35%)
4000 81.68 82.34 (0.81%) 52.11 54.03 (3.68%) 81.39 81.09 (-0.37%) 51.25 53.36 (4.12%)
α = 1.2
100 71.64 71.98 (0.47%) 34.27 34.70 (1.25%) 70.82 70.75 (-0.10%) 32.94 33.99 (3.19%)
500 83.18 83.49 (0.37%) 50.21 50.88 (1.33%) 82.70 82.72 (0.02%) 48.89 49.98 (2.23%)
1000 87.10 87.41 (0.36%) 58.16 58.97 (1.39%) 86.75 86.52 (-0.27%) 56.95 57.31 (0.63%)
2000 90.51 90.83 (0.35%) 66.85 67.84 (1.48%) 90.29 89.58 (-0.79%) 65.89 67.02 (1.71%)
4000 93.47 93.84 (0.40%) 76.46 77.68 (1.60%) 93.39 92.93 (-0.49%) 75.91 76.76 (1.12%)
α = 1.4
100 87.53 87.83 (0.34%) 58.64 59.25 (1.04%) 87.22 87.17 (-0.06%) 57.49 58.43 (1.64%)
500 94.14 94.29 (0.16%) 76.35 76.90 (0.72%) 94.00 92.63 (-1.46%) 75.55 75.98 (0.57%)
1000 95.89 96.04 (0.16%) 82.62 83.15 (0.64%) 95.80 95.01 (-0.82%) 82.01 82.56 (0.67%)
2000 97.19 97.37 (0.19%) 87.98 88.51 (0.60%) 97.14 97.16 (0.02%) 87.58 87.75 (0.19%)
4000 98.12 98.38 (0.26%) 92.46 93.04 (0.63%) 98.12 98.18 (0.06%) 92.29 92.60 (0.34%)
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Table 4.6: Accuracy of models, Tiger topology.
C
2-LRU LRU-2
Edge Intermediate Edge Intermediate
Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err)
α = 0.8
100 23.21 23.43 (0.95%) 7.59 7.62 (0.40%) 21.12 21.11 (-0.05%) 6.76 7.26 (7.40%)
500 36.85 37.28 (1.17%) 13.65 13.91 (1.90%) 34.79 34.80 (0.03%) 12.58 13.46 (7.00%)
1000 44.23 44.79 (1.27%) 17.96 18.49 (2.95%) 42.43 42.46 (0.07%) 16.85 18.02 (6.94%)
2000 52.83 53.58 (1.42%) 24.39 25.39 (4.10%) 51.52 50.84 (-1.32%) 23.32 25.14 (7.80%)
4000 63.15 64.06 (1.44%) 34.96 36.78 (5.21%) 62.53 62.46 (-0.11%) 34.08 36.28 (6.46%)
α = 1.0
100 47.06 47.40 (0.72%) 17.72 17.85 (0.73%) 45.47 45.48 (0.02%) 16.59 17.12 (3.19%)
500 62.09 62.55 (0.74%) 28.12 28.54 (1.49%) 60.87 60.90 (0.05%) 26.80 27.78 (3.66%)
1000 68.56 69.07 (0.74%) 34.47 35.11 (1.86%) 67.58 67.63 (0.07%) 33.14 34.24 (3.32%)
2000 75.05 75.64 (0.79%) 42.72 43.74 (2.39%) 74.39 74.47 (0.11%) 41.53 42.94 (3.40%)
4000 81.67 82.34 (0.82%) 54.19 55.77 (2.92%) 81.39 81.09 (-0.37%) 53.36 55.00 (3.07%)
α = 1.2
100 71.63 71.98 (0.49%) 36.58 36.93 (0.96%) 70.81 70.75 (-0.08%) 35.28 36.15 (2.47%)
500 83.18 83.49 (0.37%) 52.73 53.32 (1.12%) 82.69 82.72 (0.04%) 51.48 52.29 (1.57%)
1000 87.10 87.41 (0.36%) 60.57 61.27 (1.16%) 86.74 86.52 (-0.25%) 59.44 59.53 (0.15%)
2000 90.50 90.83 (0.36%) 68.97 69.81 (1.22%) 90.28 89.58 (-0.78%) 68.07 68.72 (0.95%)
4000 93.46 93.84 (0.41%) 78.02 79.06 (1.33%) 93.38 92.93 (-0.48%) 77.51 78.38 (1.12%)
α = 1.4
100 87.54 87.83 (0.33%) 61.09 61.62 (0.87%) 87.23 87.17 (-0.07%) 60.02 60.38 (0.60%)
500 94.14 94.29 (0.16%) 78.14 78.62 (0.61%) 94.00 92.63 (-1.46%) 77.43 77.65 (0.28%)
1000 95.89 96.04 (0.16%) 84.03 84.48 (0.54%) 95.80 95.01 (-0.82%) 83.48 83.98 (0.6%)
2000 97.19 97.37 (0.19%) 88.97 89.43 (0.52%) 97.15 97.16 (0.01%) 88.62 88.78 (0.18%)
4000 98.12 98.38 (0.26%) 93.07 93.58 (0.55%) 98.12 98.18 (0.06%) 92.91 93.19 (0.30%)
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Table 4.7: Accuracy of models, Dtelecom topology.
C
2-LRU LRU-2
Edge Intermediate Edge Intermediate
Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err)
α = 0.8
100 23.23 23.43 (0.86%) 4.61 4.95 (7.38%) 21.11 21.11 (0.00%) 3.89 4.77 (22.62%)
500 36.85 37.28 (1.17%) 8.04 8.83 (9.83%) 34.79 34.80 (0.03%) 7.14 8.67 (21.43%)
1000 44.22 44.79 (1.29%) 10.74 11.95 (11.27%) 42.43 42.46 (0.07%) 9.76 11.8 (20.90%)
2000 52.83 53.58 (1.42%) 15.16 17.11 (12.86%) 51.51 50.84 (-1.30%) 14.11 17.54 (24.31%)
4000 63.13 64.06 (1.47%) 23.49 26.77 (13.96%) 62.51 61.40 (-1.78%) 22.35 27.17 (21.57%)
α = 1.0
100 47.06 47.40 (0.72%) 9.31 9.80 (5.26%) 45.48 45.50 (0.04%) 8.16 9.25 (13.36%)
500 62.09 62.55 (0.74%) 14.50 15.41 (6.28%) 60.87 60.90 (0.05%) 13.16 14.96 (13.68%)
1000 68.55 69.07 (0.76%) 18.21 19.47 (6.92%) 67.58 67.63 (0.07%) 16.80 18.95 (12.80%)
2000 75.04 75.64 (0.80%) 23.83 25.68 (7.76%) 74.39 74.47 (0.11%) 22.42 25.13 (12.09%)
4000 81.65 82.34 (0.85%) 33.57 36.45 (8.58%) 81.39 81.09 (-0.37%) 32.29 36.39 (12.70%)
α = 1.2
100 71.64 71.98 (0.47%) 18.42 19.17 (4.07%) 70.82 70.84 (0.03%) 16.88 17.92 (6.16%)
500 83.17 83.49 (0.38%) 28.28 29.33 (3.71%) 82.69 82.72 (0.04%) 26.58 28.42 (6.92%)
1000 87.09 87.41 (0.37%) 34.59 35.87 (3.70%) 86.75 86.52 (-0.27%) 32.89 35.02 (6.48%)
2000 90.49 90.83 (0.38%) 43.00 44.67 (3.88%) 90.29 89.58 (-0.79%) 41.45 44.31 (6.90%)
4000 93.42 93.84 (0.45%) 54.95 57.19 (4.08%) 93.38 92.93 (-0.48%) 53.81 57.21 (6.32%)
α = 1.4
100 87.53 87.83 (0.34%) 34.81 35.84 (2.96%) 87.21 86.83 (-0.44%) 33.07 35.47 (7.26%)
500 94.13 94.29 (0.17%) 52.85 53.95 (2.08%) 93.99 92.63 (-1.45%) 51.26 54.68 (6.67%)
1000 95.88 96.04 (0.17%) 61.87 63.03 (1.87%) 95.79 95.01 (-0.81%) 60.50 62.98 (4.1%)
2000 97.16 97.37 (0.22%) 71.25 72.52 (1.78%) 97.13 97.16 (0.03%) 70.22 70.98 (1.08%)
4000 98.07 98.38 (0.32%) 80.67 82.23 (1.93%) 98.11 98.63 (0.53%) 80.19 82.06 (2.33%)
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Table 4.8: Accuracy of models, Level3 topology.
C
2-LRU LRU-2
Edge Intermediate Edge Intermediate
Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err) Sim Model (err)
α = 0.8
100 23.22 23.43 (0.90%) 3.86 4.29 (11.14%) 21.11 21.11 (0.00%) 3.09 4.24 (37.22%)
500 36.85 37.28 (1.17%) 6.67 7.80 (16.94%) 34.79 34.80 (0.03%) 5.75 7.79 (35.48%)
1000 44.23 44.79 (1.27%) 8.93 10.69 (19.71%) 42.43 42.46 (0.07%) 7.94 10.71 (34.89%)
2000 52.83 53.58 (1.42%) 12.74 15.59 (22.37%) 51.51 50.84 (-1.30%) 11.65 16.11 (38.28%)
4000 63.14 64.06 (1.46%) 20.15 25.03 (24.22%) 62.51 63.82 (2.10%) 18.97 25.74 (35.69%)
α = 1.0
100 47.06 47.40 (0.72%) 7.70 8.36 (8.57%) 45.48 45.48 (0.00%) 6.54 8.23 (25.84%)
500 62.09 62.55 (0.74%) 12.03 13.33 (10.81%) 60.87 60.90 (0.05%) 10.70 13.14 (22.8%)
1000 68.55 69.07 (0.76%) 15.20 17.04 (12.11%) 67.58 67.63 (0.07%) 13.80 16.80 (21.74%)
2000 75.04 75.64 (0.80%) 20.16 22.89 (13.54%) 74.39 74.47 (0.11%) 18.72 22.62 (20.83%)
4000 81.67 82.34 (0.82%) 29.07 33.45 (15.07%) 81.40 81.09 (-0.38%) 27.73 33.62 (21.24%)
α = 1.2
100 71.63 71.98 (0.49%) 15.38 16.40 (6.63%) 70.81 70.75 (-0.08%) 13.81 16.12 (16.73%)
500 83.17 83.49 (0.38%) 24.03 25.57 (6.41%) 82.69 82.72 (0.04%) 22.32 24.97 (11.87%)
1000 87.09 87.41 (0.37%) 29.79 31.73 (6.51%) 86.75 86.52 (-0.27%) 28.04 31.32 (11.70%)
2000 90.49 90.83 (0.38%) 37.76 40.30 (6.73%) 90.28 89.58 (-0.78%) 36.09 40.67 (12.69%)
4000 93.43 93.84 (0.44%) 49.62 53.15 (7.11%) 93.38 93.03 (-0.37%) 48.31 58.58 (21.26%)
α = 1.4
100 87.53 87.83 (0.34%) 29.99 31.41 (4.73%) 87.21 87.17 (-0.05%) 28.17 30.74 (9.12%)
500 94.13 94.29 (0.17%) 47.36 49.01 (3.48%) 93.99 92.63 (-1.45%) 45.61 48.86 (7.13%)
1000 95.88 96.04 (0.17%) 56.59 58.36 (3.13%) 95.80 95.01 (-0.82%) 55.01 58.77 (6.84%)
2000 97.17 97.37 (0.21%) 66.06 68.55 (2.93%) 97.13 97.16 (0.03%) 65.35 67.56 (3.38%)
4000 98.08 98.38 (0.31%) 77.14 79.46 (3.01%) 98.11 98.18 (0.07%) 76.48 78.68 (2.88%)
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for data item i coming from u’s children. Although findings of this chapter are based on the four publicly
available ISP topologies, the proposed LRU-2 model could be applied to any arbitrary topology. Studying
the performance of LRU-2 and the accuracy of the proposed LRU-2 model for arbitrary topologies could be
part of future work.
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Chapter 5
Geographical Locality in Users’ Requests
5.1 Motivation
As overviewed in Section 2.4, most studies investigate the network of caches under IRM where the temporal
and geographical locality in users’ requests are ignored. As discussed in Section 2.4, temporal locality is
well studied and modelled in the literature [45, 90, 89]. On the other hand, most studies use simplifying
assumptions for the geographical locality in users’ requests, such as identical request patterns, in absence of
any trace-driven methodologies since ICNs are not yet deployed. As mentioned in Section 2.1, requests for
Internet services have been modelled as Zipf distributions for many years [30, 44]. There are two aspects
of the request distribution that have been studied independently and collectively: global request patterns
(e.g. the overall number of views of YouTube videos) [23, 82] and local request patterns (e.g. the number of
views of YouTube videos in a geographical region at the edge of the Internet such as a university campus)
[47, 61, 100]. The presence of these Zipf distributions has enabled effective caching policies and architectures
(such as LRU) to reduce disk and network traffic and improve response times for clients/users.
Analysis of YouTube video requests on a university campus by Gill et al. shows that more than 68.1%
of the videos were only requested once [47]. In addition, some other studies show that the local users’
requests for media data items follows a Zipf distribution [100]. Other studies have also shown that the global
popularity of YouTube videos also follows a Zipf distribution [23, 82]. The evidence suggests that there are
scenarios in which the distribution of both local and global requests follow Zipf distributions. However, the
findings of Zink et al. suggest that there is a very small correlation between local and global popularity of the
videos in YouTube [100]. Correlation between regions is shown to vary with respect to geographic location
(country) and/or other demographic qualities [90].
The goal of this chapter is threefold: first, an algorithm is developed in Section 5.2 that can generate
synthetic traffic for regional caches that possesses Zipf properties as well as produces a global Zipf distribution.
Varying parameter settings will allow different shapes/scales of the global distribution. It will be useful in
sensitivity analysis for all multi-level caching architectures. Second, local search is provided to the ICN
networks in Section 5.3. Next, experimentation suitable for a hierarchical cache typical of the deployment
in an ICN provided in Section 5.4. Finally, Section 5.5 summarizes the chapter and gives a summary of
limitations for this chapter.
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5.2 Traffic Generator Principles
Here, the algorithm to generate local distributions with Zipf properties out of a global Zipf distribution is
proposed in Section 5.2.1. The distribution of users’ requests at a local region represents the pattern of users’
requests in a geographical region at the edge of the Internet such as the users’ requests for YouTube videos
at a university campus, a city or a province. Geographically local regions have different scales (i.e. number
of users) that result in different overall request rates for each region (i.e. users in a city generate more traffic
compared to the users in a university campus). The accumulation of all users’ requests (e.g. for YouTube
videos) from all local regions represents the global distribution. The algorithm generates distributions of
users’ requests for a set of geographically local regions with random scales. The properties of generated local
distributions are then studied in Section 5.2.2. Section 5.2.3 explains the output of the proposed algorithm
in case of existing neighbouring regions with similar distributions.
5.2.1 Weighted Random Regional Request Distributions
Having notations in Table 3.2 and assuming Γr = {1, 2, . . . , N}, the popularity of data items in region r
for users’ requests follows a Zipf distribution with parameter αr (i.e. pr,i ∝ (1/Πr,i)αr ). Consequently, the
request rate for data item i in r is calculated as λr,i = pr,iλr. Then, assuming two subregions u and v, the
order of data items’ popularity in either u or v is different from the order in enclosing region r and complies
with the following premises:
Πu 6= Πr, (5.1)
Πv 6= Πr, (5.2)
Πu 6= Πv, (5.3)
Γr = Γu = Γv, (5.4)
λu + λv = λr. (5.5)
Premises (5.1)-(5.3) express that the order of data items in u, v and r should be different. The first one, for
example, means that the order of items in u should be different from the order of items in r. These premises
imply that the popularity of data items in different regions are not equal as the characteristic of geographical
locality. Equation (5.4) means that all regions should include all the available data items. Equation (5.5)
implies that the total request rate of requests in r is divided between u and v. In (5.1) to (5.5), Πu, Πv, αu,
αv, λu and λv are not known. Algorithm 5.1 divides the global set of data items’ popularity into two subsets,
each one providing a Zipf distribution.
The algorithm uses Sλr , the minimum/maximum value of Zipf parameter (α−/α
−), threshold t and ψ as
input and returns the unknowns in (5.1) to (5.5). Algorithm 5.1 proceeds iteratively, evaluating the corre-
spondence with a global Zipf distribution and low correlation between the component regional distributions.
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Algorithm 5.1 Pseudo-Bisect Zipf distribution
1: procedure Divide–Zipf
2: INPUT:
3: λsr, α−, α
−, t, ψ
4: OUTPUT:
5: Πv, Πu, αv, αu, S
λ
v and S
λ
u
6: while true do
7: T ← {1, 2 . . . N}
8: i←Weight-Random(T, ψ)
9: T ← T − {Πr,i}
10: Πu,i ← 1
11: Randomly pick λu,i, 0 < λu,i < λr,i
12: λv,i ← λr,i − λu,i
13: Pick up random αu, α− < αu < α−
14: θ ←∑Nk=1(1/k)αu
15: pu,i ← 1/θ
16: λu ← λu,i/pu,i
17: λv ← λr − λu
18: for j = 2 to N do
19: Λu,j ← λu
(
(1/j)αu/θ
)
20: end for
21: j ← 2
22: while T 6= ∅ do
23: k ←Weight Random(T, ψ)
24: if Λu,j ≤ λr,k then
25: Πu,k ← j
26: λu,k ← Λu,j
27: T ← T − {j}
28: λv,k ← λr,k − λu,k
29: j ← j + 1
30: end if
31: end while
32: if Is-Zipf(Sλv ) then
33: break
34: end if
35: end while
36: end procedure
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The algorithm starts with weighted random selection of a data item in region r, (line 8). The Weight Random
function is described in Algorithm 5.3. The selected item is assumed to be the most popular data item in
region u (line 10). Then, the algorithm assigns a portion of λr,i as the request rate for i in region u, λu,i (line
11). The remaining request rate for i, is assigned as the request rate for the item in region v (line 12). Having
the request rate for the most popular data item in region u, the algorithm then randomly selects αu (line
13). Based on λu,i and αu, λu can be now calculated (lines 14-16). Having λu and αu, the algorithm then
calculates the request rate for other ranks in u (lines 18-20). In the next stage, the algorithm assigns data
items to ranks in [2, N ] for region u (lines 21-31). In this regard, the algorithm starts with the second rank in
u (line 21) since i is already assigned to the first rank in u. For the jth rank in region u and among the data
items with ranks in T with request rate larger than Λu,j , the algorithm randomly picks up k and considers
it as the jth most popular item in u (lines 23-30). Meanwhile, the request rate for item k in region v is also
calculated. In the final stage, the algorithm evaluates the distribution of request rates in v to determine how
close to a Zipf distribution it is (line 32).
The algorithm that finds out if a distribution is close to a Zipf distribution is depicted in Algorithm 5.2.
That method repeatedly creates z as a Zipf distribution with αz over range of [α−, α−] and uses R2 as the
coefficient of determination,
R2(Λz,Λv, N) = 1−
∑
i(Λz,i − Λv,i)2∑
i(Λv,i −
∑
j Λv,j
N )
2
, (5.6)
to compare the popularity distribution of data items in the region v with z. If the correlation is larger than
t, the request distribution in region v is sufficiently close to a Zipf distribution. If the distribution of request
rates in v is sufficiently close to a Zipf distribution, the algorithm ends. Otherwise, the algorithm finds a
new order for the data items in u by repeating lines 6-35 of the algorithm.
The Weight Random function in Algorithm 5.3 picks up the data items such that the rank of data item
i in u gets closer to the rank of item i in r for smaller ψ. Equation 5.9 depicts the set T that is used in
Algorithm 5.3; T is a sorted set of ranks in u which no data item is yet assigned to in the process of generating
distribution for region u. Algorithm 5.3 picks up a corresponding data item from the ranks in T for the jth
most popular rank in region u. Having a smaller set of left ranks for most popular data items in r, shown by
Tj in (5.9), helps that the next item picked up for region u (lines 8 and 23 in Algorithm 5.1) has a similar
rank in r. Tj is a subset of T such that
1
λr
∑
∀ti∈Tj
Λr,ti < ψ, (5.7)
and
1
λr
∑
∀ti∈Tj+1
Λr,ti > ψ, (5.8)
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in which 0 ≤ ψ ≤ 1. A smaller ψ ends in a smaller Tj that consequently results in generating distribution
for region u that is more similar to the distribution in region r.
T = {t1, t2, t3, t4, . . . , tj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Tj
, tj+1, . . . }, ti < tj∀i < k (5.9)
Algorithm 5.2 Is a distribution Zipf
1: procedure Is–Zipf
2: INPUT:
3: Sλr , λr, t, N , α−, α
−
4: OUTPUT:
5: c
6: DEFINE:
7: c← false
8: maxc ← 0
9: find corresponding Λr,j from S
λ
r , 1 ≤ j ≤ N
10: for α = α− to α− do
11: g ← 0
12: for j = 1 to N do
13: g ← g + 1jα
14: end for
15: for j = 1 to N do
16: Λz,j =
λr
g
1
jα
17: end for
18: rs← R2(Λr,Λz, N) , (5.6)
19: if maxc < rs then
20: maxc ← rs
21: end if
22: end for
23: if maxc < t then
24: c← true
25: end if
26: end procedure
To create k sub-request patterns, Algorithm 5.1 is applied to region u with the largest arrival rate λu
as shown in Algorithm 5.4. Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 show an example of the output of Algorithm 5.4 for
20000 data items, with k = 10, λr = 40, αr = 1.0, t = 0.9 and ψ = 1.0. As indicated in the table, different
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Algorithm 5.3 Weighted random function
1: procedure Weighted–Random
2: INPUT:
3: T, ψ
4: OUTPUT:
5: data item l
6: s← 0
7: find Tj = {t1, . . . , tj} from (5.7) and (5.8)
8: for i = 1 to j do
9: s← s+ Λr,ti
10: end for
11: wr ← rand(0, s)
12: x← 0
13: for i = 1 to j do
14: x← x+ Λr,ti
15: if wr ≤ x then
16: find l so that Πr,l = ti
17: break
18: end if
19: end for
20: end procedure
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subsets have different λu, αu and Πu. Figure 5.1 illustrates the rank/frequency distributions for 10 regions
as well as region r in log-log scale. The generated distributions have Zipf properties with different values of
α. Table 5.1 depicts the geographical locality in distributions of regions. For example, data item 15 is the
most popular data item in region u1; the contribution of users’ requests in this region compose 1% of total
requests. While data item 1 is the global most popular data item, Table 5.1 depicts that this data item is
among the top five popular data items in all regions except u3, u4 and u5. While the popularity of data items
in these three regions are very different from the global region r, their contribution in shaping the overall
requests is also very small (i.e. less than 0.33%). This implies that there may be some local regions with
very local popular data items that contribute less than 1% to the overall requests in the global network.
The execution time of a sequential implementation of Algorithm 5.1 is examined for different values of N
and α. While α has no influence on the execution time of the algorithm, the execution time of the algorithm
increases proportionally with O(N2). For 200000 data items, the computation time was close to 2 hours on
an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 v2 @ 3.00GHz.
Algorithm 5.4 Create k sub-request patterns with Zipf properties
1: procedure Divide–Zipf–to–k
2: INPUT:
3: Sλr , α−, α
−, t, k
4: OUTPUT:
5: Π1 . . .Πk, α1 . . . αk, S
λ
1 . . . S
λ
k
6: W ← {}
7: while k subsets not found do
8: find Πu, Πv, αu, αv, S
λ
u and S
λ
v as the output
9: of Divide-Zipf(Sλr , α−, α
−, t)
10: W ←W ⋃u⋃ v
11: find u ∈W with the highest λu
12: r ← u
13: end while
14: end procedure
5.2.2 Analysis of Regional Distribution Properties
To study the independence properties of the proposed subregion technique, a series of experiments with
Algorithm 5.4 is performed. The parameters in Algorithm 5.4 for these experiments are set as follows:
N = {1000, 5000, 10000, 20000}, λr = 40, αr = {0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4}, k = 22 (chosen to match the number of
regions in Geant topology, Table 3.1), α− = 0.5, α− = 2.0, t = 0.9, ψ = 1.0.
The following two correlations are taken into account as well: (1) global-region-correlation: the average
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Table 5.1: A sample output of Algorithm 5.4.
ux λx αx Πx
u1 0.416 1.64 15 13 2 7 33 1 29 80 64 3 . . .
u2 0.201 1.70 29 56 3 55 1 559 2 231 10 5 . . .
u3 0.040 1.34 245 36 153 103 38 43 23 17 4238 6364 . . .
u4 0.001 1.41 14867 78 2 5 630 6069 85 16693 44 257 . . .
u5 0.088 1.42 76 13 3 87 525 21 1211 5 9 38 . . .
u6 8.640 1.34 1 3 5 7 2 10 6 16 22 26 . . .
u7 6.484 0.89 2 1 9 6 11 7 14 25 5 19 . . .
u8 11.820 0.98 2 1 6 8 9 12 11 4 14 17 . . .
u9 3.078 0.90 4 2 1 5 7 8 3 46 27 19 . . .
u10 9.234 0.90 4 2 1 5 3 24 7 6 16 8 . . .
ur 40 1.0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 . . .
correlation between the global request distribution and all traffic distributions of all regions; (2) pairwise-
region-correlation: the average correlation between the request distribution of all regions. The distribution
of each of these two correlations against σα, the variation of αu between the regions, and σλ, the variation of
λu over the regions, is studied in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. To have distributions for correlations over
a relatively large range of σα and σλ, Algorithm 5.4 ran 100 times for each permutation of αr and N values.
The output of each run gives us Π1 . . .Π22, α1 . . . α22 and λ1 . . . λ22.
Figure 5.2 shows the correlations based on σα. One can say that σα has no influence on the correlations.
This means that region u and v may have similar Zipf parameter α while having a very small correlation
that is caused by different order of ranks in the two regions. It is also worthy to note that the global-region-
correlation is substantially higher than the pairwise-region-correlations. This is somewhat to be expected as
the most popular items in a subregion are chosen from the most popular items in the global region, or the
remaining largest region. This would lead to some amount of correlation. The low pairwise correlation shows
the independence between regions.
Figure 5.3 on the other hand, depicts how correlations (1) and (2) change over σλ for a constant value of
α = 1.0. A larger σλ results in smaller pairwise-region-correlation and global-region-correlation. Assuming u
and v as two sub distributions and a large variance between λu and λv, the findings of Figure 5.3 show that
there is a small correlation between u and v. One reason is that if λu is much larger than λv, Algorithm 5.1
probably have chosen most popular data items in region u from the most popular data item in region r. On
the other hand, for small λv, Algorithm 5.1 have chosen most popular data items in region v not necessarily
from the most popular data item in region r. This results in different ranks of data items in the two regions
that makes the correlation between two regions smaller. Similar behaviour for both correlations is observed
from the generation of sub-distributions for values of αr = {0.8, 1.2, 1.4}.
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Figure 5.1: Result of Algorithm 5.1.
Figure 5.4 shows the global-region-correlation for different values of N and α. The correlation decreases
as N increases, since line 23 in Algorithm 5.1 uses a weighted random function to find an order for data items
in region u that is different from the order of data items in the original distribution. Larger population sizes
result in more permutations of data items helping the algorithm to produce sub distributions with alternate
orders of data items from the original distribution.
Figure 5.4 also demonstrates that the correlation increases as α increases. A steeper slope (higher α) for
the distribution leaves fewer popular data items as possible choices for the most popular data items in sub
distribution u (i.e a higher popularity decay). This results in sub traffic distributions with a similar order
of popular data items. The same patterns are found in Figure 5.5 for the pairwise-region-correlation for
different values of N and α.
5.2.3 Neighbouring Regions with Similar Distributions
While there is small correlation between the distribution of geographically local regions and the global region,
distribution of users’ requests in the same city and/or country have shown to have more correlated traffic
[90]. This means, if item i is popular in region u, it is probably popular in neighbouring region v as well.
Having similar distributions for neighbouring regions u and v in Algorithm 5.1 is achieved through parameter
ψ in weighted random Algorithm 5.3.
To evaluate the performance of Algorithm 5.3, the average similarity between the distribution of users’
requests for different values of ψ and n is studied; n depicts the percentage of regions in the network that
have similar distributions. In this regard, the settings in the first paragraph of previous section are used.
Assume Π−1r,j is the inverse function of Πr,i that shows the id of j
th most popular data item in distribution r.
Having vectors U = [Π−1u,1,Π
−1
u,2, . . .Π
−1
u,N ] and V = [Π
−1
v,1,Π
−1
v,2, . . .Π
−1
v,N ] as the id of data items sorted based
on their popularities in regions u and v respectively, the similarity between these two vectors is calculated
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Figure 5.2: Correlations of request patterns vs. σα; αr = 1.0.
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Figure 5.3: Correlations of request patterns vs. σλ; αr = 1.0.
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Figure 5.5: Pairwise-region-correlation vs. α and N .
through the following Normalized Squared Euclidean distance:
0.5× V ar(U − V )
V ar(U) + V ar(V )
. (5.10)
Figure 5.6 shows the average increased similarity ratio between regions as a function of ψ. As ψ increases,
the average similarity decreases since larger ψ results in a larger subset Tj . A larger n results in an increase
in the average similarity. Having ψ = 0.1 and n = 10% ends in 6% increased average similarity ratio. For
ψ = 0.1 and n = 40% however, average increased similarity ratio jumps to 30%. This figure also shows that
an increase in n has a larger influence on average increased similarity ratio, and an increase in ψ has less
influence on the average increased similarity ratio.
Figure 5.7 shows the correlation between regions as a function of ψ for different n values. This figure shows
that although the similar distributions for neighbouring regions increases the correlation, the correlation is
still small and less than 0.18.
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5.3 Local search
In standard discovery/delivery mechanism of ICNs using an on-path caching mechanism (combination of
content discovery/delivery and caching mechanisms explained in Chapter 1), a request for data item i from
a user connected to ICN node u is forwarded by ICN nodes from u to the server on a shortest path from u
to the server (Figure 1.1). If the data item is found in the cache of any of the nodes on this path, a copy of
the data item is then sent to the user. Alongside this standard discovery/delivery mechanism, a local search
among u’s neighbouring ICNs that are not on the shortest path from u to the server may result in discovering
i. In other words, deploying a local search among the ICN node’s neighbours before running the standard
discovery/delivery mechanism may discover data items closer to u. The probability of discovering data item
i in u’s neighbouring ICN v depends on the popularity of i at v. If i is a popular data item at v, then, there
is a good chance that i is cached at ICN node v. Therefore, a local search for data item i from ICN node u
will be a hit at ICN node v. For example, Lu et al. provide users with caching capabilities so that users can
share their caches among themselves [60]. They propose a lookup mechanism in which requests are forwarded
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to neighbouring users.
In this section, support for local search lookup is added to the standard content discovery/delivery mech-
anism in ICNs (explained in Chapter 1). Edge ICN node e, will launch a local search for data item i before
the standard content discovery/delivery mechanism. ICN node e broadcasts a local search message for i to
its neighbouring ICN nodes (including its parent). ICN node e also sets a timer for item i after broadcasting
the local search message for i. The message contains the nsd (stands for neighbourhood search depth), that
determines how long a local search message can travel in the network. This property works exactly like
TTL. Any ICN node that receives a local search message, decreases the nsd of the message by one, and then
broadcasts it to all its neighbouring ICN nodes except the one from which the message arrived.
To prevent an ICN node from broadcasting multiple local search messages for i coming from different
ICN nodes in the network, a table called PLST, which stands for Pending Local Search Table, is introduced.
Each entry in this table consists of a data item and a list of the links from which the local search messages
for the corresponding data item arrived. This table works exactly like the PIT in CCN [49], although there is
one PLST for each outgoing link of ICN node r. When a local search request for data item i arrives at ICN
node r through link a, the ICN node checks PLST for each of its outgoing links. For the PLST of outgoing
link o, depicted by PLSTo, if there is no entry for i, a new entry for i is inserted into the PLSTo, a is added
to the entry, nsd of the local search message is decreased by one, and then the messages is sent to the ICN
node which is the other side of link o. If there is an entry in PLSTo for i, a local search message for i has
been previously processed. In this case, the ICN node only adds a to the entry.
If ICN node w has a copy of i, a local search reply message for i is sent back to the sender. ICN node w
also stops broadcasting the local search message. Upon receiving a local search reply message for data item
i at ICN node v from link a, ICN node v queries the PLSTa for i. Then v broadcasts the reply message to
all links in the corresponding entry and deletes the entry. When edge ICN node e receives the local search
reply message for i that is produced by w, e adds (w, d) to list li (the list of all ICN nodes in radius of nsd
that have a copy of i); w is the ICN node that has a copy of item i, and l is the distance from e to w. When
i’s timer expires, ICN node e retrieves a copy from the closest ICN node w in li. If li is empty, the ICN node
performs the default search.
To avoid changing the popularity distribution in neighbouring regions, when ICN node w receives a
local search message, it does not treat it as a request coming from either its direct users or descendant
ICN nodes. This isolation prevents local search from changing the popularity distribution, and caching
performance in the neighbouring regions. For future work, there should be some consideration of weighting
local vs. neighbourhood requests. There might be some value to including a local search request as part of
the popularity distribution of requests to the local cache.
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5.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the influence of users’ request with geographical locality on caching performance is studied for
realistic topologies Geant, Tiger, Level3 and Dtelecom (Table 3.1). This is compared with identical request
patterns for different cache allocation strategies and with a simplistic local search heuristic.
5.4.1 Experimental Methodology
Each edge node in the four topologies represents a region. Furthermore, for data delivery as well as propa-
gation of interest messages, an ICN overlay tree is constructed in which the server is connected to the root.
Users are only connected to the edge regions; edge ICN nodes receive exogenous traffic while the intermediate
ICN nodes receive endogenous traffic. For geographic locality, Algorithm 5.4 is used to produce k different
traffic distributions. The parameter k is determined by the number of edge ICN nodes; 10, 10, 41 and 61 for
Geant, Tiger, Level3 and Dtelecom topologies respectively (Table 3.1). The simulation parameters are set
as follows: N = 20000, global Zipf shape parameter αr = 1.0, the global request rate λr = 40, α− = 0.5,
α− = 2.0, t = 0.9 and ψ = 1.0. Algorithm 5.4 ran for 100 times. Out of these 100 outputs, 5 were selected
such that (1) request distributions of the sub-regions do not have extreme variance in their overall arrival
rates, and (2) the output results in small global-region-correlation and pairwise- region-correlation. In other
words, out of 100 outputs of Algorithm 5.4, 5 with σλ around the middle of x axis in Figure 5.3 are selected.
Therefore, in the graphs presented, the bars represent the average of 5 runs (each run has unique output of
Algorithm 5.4), with error bars indicating 95% confidence intervals.
For a given total cache budget C for all ICN nodes of a topology, a number of policies are used to
determine the relative sizes of each cache. The following four policies/scenarios are considered to divide the
cache budget among the regions:
1. Proportional-edge-only (s1): the edge ICN node cache size is proportional to the each region’s request
rate (Cu ∝ λu if u is an edge regions; otherwise Cu = 0).
2. Proportional-all-network (s2): the cache budget is distributed among the all regions proportional to the
each region’s request rate. The intermediate regions only receive the requests missed in their children
nodes.
3. Equal-edge-only (s3): (Cu = C/|E| if u is an edge ICN node; otherwise Cu = 0).
4. Equal-all-network (s4): (Cu = C/|R|).
Distribution of cache budget C among the nodes in s1, s3 and s4 is straightforward. Allocating cache
budget C proportionally among all the nodes in s2 is a bit tricky as the request rates at intermediate node
are not available. Algorithm 5.5 distributes the cache budget C among all regions in the network according
to scenario s2. Users are only connected to the edge of the ICN tree. As a result, only the request rates at
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the edge of the network are known. The request rates at one level higher than the edge of the ICN tree are
composed of the miss rates at edge level. To calculate the miss rates at the edge, cache budget C is divided
proportionally among the edge nodes. Based on this distribution of cache budget, the miss rates at edge
nodes can be calculated. Now, the request rates at the two lowest levels of the tree are known. Therefore,
the cache budget is allocated to the ICN nodes in these two levels. This technique for distributing C among
all nodes in the ICN tree is applied to higher levels step by step.
This algorithm uses as input C, R and request rate for each data item i at edge regions. The algorithm
also needs the structure of the overlay ICN tree. In this regard, the algorithm is fed with set of region r’s
child regions shown by Rr, ∀r ∈ R. The output of the algorithm will be the portion of cache budget allocated
to region r, ∀r ∈ R. Having λr initially only for the edge ICN nodes, Algorithm 5.5 divides C proportionally
among those ICN nodes (line 11). Then, the miss rate of each item in region r, (λ′r,i), for all the data items
and edge ICN nodes are calculated at line 12, depending on the replacement algorithm (i.e. cache models in
Section 2.3 are used here). Next, the algorithm calculates the request rate at the parents of edge ICN node
(lines 18 and 19). In the next step, algorithm divides C among edge ICN nodes as well as their immediate
parents since the request rates at them all are known (line 20). The algorithm continues calculating miss
rates and cache sizes for ICN nodes at higher levels incrementally in the ICN tree (line 17 to 25). The first
iteration of algorithm, lines 8 to 26, results in:
∑
∀r∈R Cr > C. So, the algorithm iterates the lines 8 to 26
until it gets to a stationary status in which
∑
∀r∈R Cr = C.
5.4.2 Baseline Configuration
The behaviour of the system when the requests are identically distributed in each region is considered as
the baseline configuration. Figure 5.8 shows the metrics for all four scenarios with LRU. For Dtelecom and
Level3 topologies, scenario s2 results in better performance while three metrics in Geant and Tiger topologies
are similar in four different scenarios. As depicted in Figure 5.9, the same relative performance trends are
seen with LRU and 2-LRU, although the latter algorithm outperforms LRU by about 16 − 37% better in
terms of hit ratio. 2-LRU also reduces average distance by 16− 20% and load on the content server by about
16− 21%. The remainder of the experiments will only consider 2-LRU as it outperforms LRU.
5.4.3 Influence of Geographically Localized Traffic
Figure 5.10 depicts 2-LRU cache performance with geographic locality. Considering Dtelecom and Level3
topologies, cache budget distribution in s1 and s2 result in higher hit ratio, smaller distance and smaller load
on the server. The reason for this similarity of cache performance between s1 and s2 is the high percentage
of edge nodes in the two topologies (Table 3.1). The simulation results for Tiger and Geant show, however,
that the system has slightly better performance in s1 for all three metrics, as the error bars do not include
the mean of the next best configuration (Scenario s2). Scenarios s3 and s4 are worse, since they ignore the
geographical locality. Their relative difference is also quite small for the server request rate, but larger for hit
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Algorithm 5.5 Dividing the cache budget proportionally among regions
1: procedure Divide–Cache–Budget
2: INPUT:
3: C,R,Rr ∀r ∈ R, λr,i 1 ≤ i ≤ N ∀r ∈ R
4: OUTPUT:
5: Cr ∀r ∈ R
6: initialize λr,i: λr,i ← 0 ∀r ∈ R− E
7: initialize Cr: Cr ← 0 ∀r ∈ R
8: while
∑
∀r∈R Cr 6= C do
9: let A be set of all edge nodes
10: λr ←
∑N
i=1 λr,i ∀r ∈ R
11: Cr ← λr∑∀t∈R λtC ∀r ∈ A
12: calculate λ′r,i, ∀r ∈ A 1 ≤ i ≤ N
13: B ← {}
14: find the parents of nodes in A.
15: add those parents whose arrival rate at all their children nodes are known/calculated to B,
16: such that d ∈ A→ r ∈ B, ∀d ∈ Dr
17: while A 6= R do
18: λr,i ←
∑
∀d∈Dr λ
′
d,i ∀r ∈ B 1 ≤ i ≤ N
19: λr ←
∑N
i=1 λr,i ∀r ∈ B
20: Cr ← λr∑∀t∈R λtC ∀r ∈ B
21: calculate λ′r,i ∀r ∈ B 1 ≤ i ≤ N
22: A← A ∪B
23: B ← {}
24: add r to B such that d ∈ A→ r ∈ B, ∀d ∈ Dr
25: end while
26: end while
27: end procedure
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Figure 5.8: Identical Zipf distribution for all regions, LRU
ratio and distance. The findings of Figure 5.10 is in contrast with the findings in 5.9 in which cache budget
distribution in s2 results in better caching performance. Figure 5.10 also shows a significant improvement
from Figure 5.9 in all metrics, because the differential α and rate of regional requests can leverage the
differential cache allocation. This basic proof-of-concept shows that a more realistic localized model can
influence cache performance metrics.
Figure 5.11 compares the average hit ratio at edge and intermediate ICN nodes for different topologies
in scenario s2. With geographical locality, intermediate ICN nodes obtain only a 5 − 10% hit ratio. This is
ineffective, consistent with Figure 5.10. For Dtelecom and Level3 topologies, with identical distributions for
all users, the hit ratio at intermediate ICN nodes jumps to 37% and 26% respectively. This makes the overall
hit ratio in s2 higher than overall hit ratio in s1 as illustrated before in Figure 5.9 that is inconsistent with the
findings in Figure 5.10. One reason for the inefficiency of caching at intermediate ICN nodes is that arrival
requests at intermediate ICN nodes, (the aggregate of edge misses), does not follow a Zipf distribution. This
makes both candidate cache replacement algorithms inefficient.
The findings of this section are summarized as following:
• Studying the performance of caching in ICNs with unrealistic synthetic distribution for users’ requests
results in misleading observations (Figure 5.10 vs Figure 5.9).
• For request patterns with geographical locality, cache distribution policy in s2 results in a better caching
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Figure 5.9: Identical Zipf distribution for all regions, 2-LRU
performance. This policy distributes the cache budget C among the edge nodes proportional to their
arrival request rates. It is also found that caching at intermediate nodes results in very small hit ratio.
This suggest that combination of other cache replication and replacement algorithms may result in
better caching performance.
• Allocation of cache budget among the ICN nodes proportional to their arrival request rates may not be
the optimal solution for maximizing the caching performance in ICNs. This will be studied in Chapter
6.
5.4.4 Data Lookup Assisted with Local Search
Figure 5.12 shows the effect of local search for nsd = {0, 1, 2} for the four topologies with 2-LRU when users’
requests follow different geographical distributions. No local search occurs with nsd = 0. A larger value for
nsd (larger neighbourhood) results in better performance for all three metrics. For nsd = 2, the hit ratio
increases by 16%, 14%, 8% and 13% for Level3, DTelecom, Geant and Tiger topologies respectively. Having
nsd = 2 also results in shorter distance as well as 21− 40% less load on the server, compared with no local
search. Figure 5.12 indicates that a local search with small nsd = 2 among the neighbouring ICN nodes
can help the users to access their data items of interest with a shorter delay. In addition, the load on server
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Figure 5.10: Geographical locality, 2-LRU
decreases since the requests are fulfilled locally.
Issues with similar distribution for neighbouring regions
Algorithm 5.4 randomly divides a global popularity distribution of N data items into k distributions for k
regions. The distributions for k regions have various Zipf parameter α, request arrivals λ and different order of
data items sorted based on their popularity. Having Geant topology with k = 10 for example, Algorithm 5.4
divides a popularity distribution for 20000 data items with global λ = 40 and α = 1.0 to 10 sub distributions.
Table 5.2 shows the output of the algorithm for ψ = 1.0 and ψ = 0.1. The algorithm creates regions u1, u9
and u10 similar to each other for ψ = 0.1. The Zipf parameter α stays at 1.64 for region u9 while α jumps
from 0.68 to 1.68 for region u10 when ψ moves from 1.0 to 0.1. The Zipf parameter in u1 also decreases
from 1.01 to 0.79. The similarity between two regions is calculated using (5.10). Table 5.3 shows the effect
of ψ = 0.1 on the similarity between regions u1, u9 and u10. For example, ψ = 0.1 decreases the distance
(increases the similarity) between regions u9 and u10 by about 99%.
Table 5.4 depicts the influence of similarity on average hit ratio and retrieval distance for neighbouring
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Table 5.2: Output of Algorithm 5.4
ux
ψ = 1.0 ψ = 0.1
λx αx λx αx
u1 36.55 1.01 30.38 0.79
u2 0.01 0.71 0.01 0.71
u3 0.01 1.87 0.01 1.87
u4 0.01 1.96 0.01 1.96
u5 0.01 1.87 0.01 1.87
u6 0.39 1.55 0.39 1.55
u7 0.01 1.51 0.01 1.51
u8 0.23 1.76 0.23 1.76
u9 0.78 1.64 6.14 1.64
u10 2.02 0.68 2.83 1.68
regions u9 and u1 when ψ = 0.1 and ψ = 1.0. As illustrated in this table, in case of equal-edge-only (i.e.
scenario for the distribution of cache budget among the ICN nodes) and ψ = 1.0, assisted local search for
region u9 with nsd = 1 in region u1 decreases the retrieval distance by 19%. The retrieval distance decreases
by 11%, however, when similarity between regions u9 and u1 increases. It can be implied that more similarity
between the two regions decreases the performance of local search. The reason is that as the distributions
of users’ requests in two regions get closer, it means they have similar data items cached in their caches. As
a result, a local search for data item i that is not in the u9’s cache may not be in the u1’s cache either. In
case of using the proportional-edge-only scenario, a much larger cache is allocated to region u9 when ψ = 0.1
compared to ψ = 1.0 (see Table 5.2); this increase in the u9’s cache budget decreases the retrieval distance
from 0.48 to 0.12 in case of no local search. Despite this change, the relative benefit of nsd = 1 over nsd = 0
in regards with the retrieval distance is about 42% for both ψ = 1.0 and ψ = 0.1.
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Figure 5.12: Geographical with local search, 2-LRU
For region u1 on the other hand, different results are observed. It seems that local search helps more when
similarity between regions u1 and u9 increases. This behaviour of u9’s cache however, is due to the change
in Zipf parameter α for the users’ requests in u when ψ changes from 1.0 to 0.1. Smaller α means more
data items with similar popularity at the head of Zipf distribution that results in more misses. Therefore,
for a smaller α for the Zipf distribution of users’ requests in region u1, the cache hit ratio drops from 0.70
to 0.43 in equal-edge-only scenario and from 0.69 to 0.40 in proportional-edge-only scenario. This smaller α
in region u1 when ψ = 0.1 causes a high competition between data items with similar frequency to stay in
u1’s cache. As a result, a miss for popular data item i at u1’s cache will be probably a hit at u9’s cache since
i is a popular data item in u9 region as well that makes the local search a little more effective compared to
ψ = 1.0 where fewer data item need to compete to stay in cache (larger α).
These results show that studying the effect of similar distributions for neighbouring regions on the overall
caching performance of a network of caches is complicated since the shape of distributions (Zipf parameter
α) does not stay constant when parameter ψ changes in Algorithm 5.3. The reason is that Algorithm 5.1
cannot find a Zipf distribution for region u1 for example with the same α when creating region u1 similar
to region u9. Modifying Algorithm 5.1 so that it creates similar regions through changing only the rank of
data items while Zipf properties of the regions left unchanged could be a part of future work. In this case,
studying the performance of similar distributions for users’ requests on local search for neighbouring regions
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Table 5.3: Distance between regions u1, u9 and u10.
ψ u9 vs u1 u10 vs u1 u10 vs u9
1.0 0.238 0.228 0.345
0.1 0.002 0.003 0.004
Table 5.4: Influence of ψ on local search; (e for lsd shows means the percentage of decreased retrieval
distance for lsd=1 compare to lsd=0)
ψ = 1.0 ψ = 0.1
distance hit ratio distance hit ratio
cache allocation nsd = 0 nsd = 1 relative benefit 1=2 nsd = 1 nsd = 1 relative benefit 1=2
u9
Equal-edge-only 0.06 0.05 19% 0.99 0.04 0.03 11% 0.99
Proportional-edge-only 0.48 0.28 41% 0.88 0.12 0.07 42% 0.97
u1
Equal-edge-only 1.21 1.17 3% 0.70 2.28 2.10 7% 0.43
Proportional-edge-only 1.24 1.24 0% 0.69 2.40 2.39 0.3% 0.40
is possible.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, an algorithm is proposed to generate locally biased request patterns which follow different Zipf
distributions for each region, and combine to form a Zipf distribution. Then, the performance of the system
is studied in four different scenarios. Simulation results show that geographical locality causes the different
system behaviour in the simple test scenarios compared to identical request distribution. A local search is
also introduced to ICN networks. Using a local search alongside the standard content discovery/delivery
mechanism provides higher hit ratios, shorter distances and lighter system load on the server. A very
important finding in this chapter is that in-network caching has little advantage compared to caching only
in edge ICN nodes. This will be studied in more details in the next chapter.
The proposed traffic generator shows different caching behaviour in existence of geographical locality
in users’ requests. In addition to geographical locality, neighbouring regions can also have a similar users’
requests. The similarity of request patterns in neighbouring regions could affect the caching performance
in network of caches. A limitation to study this influence here is that there is no quantitative amounts by
which the regions differ and how much two cities in a state will be more similar than two cities in different
countries.
Note that portions of this chapter have been published at LCN 2017 [65], and a full conference paper is
in preparation.
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Chapter 6
Optimal Cache Budget Distribution For
Hierarchical Trees of ICN Nodes
6.1 Motivation
Caching facilities in in-network caching can be deployed by all (e.g. CCN [49]) or some (e.g. centrality-based
caching[18]) of the ICN nodes on the path of delivering data items from the source to the users. Some studies
in the past few years have investigated the efficiency of caching in ICN, both experimentally, using logs at
CDNs [37] and content publishers [91], and analytically [66, 71], from which some have inconsistent results.
For example, Danzig et al. [32] and Rossini et al. [79] have shown that in-network caching can be more
effective. Fayazbakhsh et al. [37] and Psaras et al. [72] on the other hand believe caching closer to the
network edge is more effective.
This suggests that ICN literature still lacks an empirical and analytical deep understanding of benefits
brought by in-network caching; e.g. Fayazbakhsh et al. [37], Dabirmoghaddam et al. study the in-network of
caches under IRM [28]. Jia et al. introduce a model using two dimensional discrete Markov chain to calculate
the hit ratio of ICN nodes in a two-level topology [50]. Some studies introduce a linear optimization problem
to find the optimal ICN nodes in the network on which data item i needs to be cached in order to get a
maximum benefit out of the network [13, 54, 58, 95, 70, 29].
Assuming R ICN nodes in the network, out of which E are connected to the users, Cj as the cache
capacity of ICN node j, and N as the number of data items, the optimal caching in such works is modelled
as
Minimize
E∑
l=1
R∑
j=1
N∑
i=1
siplicljxlji, [95]
subject to:

∑N
i=1 sixli ≤ Cl l = 0, . . . , E,
xlji ≤ xji l = 1, . . . ,M, l 6= j = 0, . . . , E, ∀i,∑R
j=1 xlji ≥ 1 ∀i, ∀l,
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in which, clj shows the cost of retrieving a data item at ICN node j from ICN node l, pli shows the popularity
ratio for item i at ICN node l, si depicts the size of item i, and xlji indicates whether requests for data item
i at ICN node l are served from the cache of ICN node j or not. Variable xli also indicates whether data
item i is stored in the cache of an ICN node l or not. The first constraint means the total size of cached
items at ICN node l’s cache should not be larger than Cl. The second constraint depicts that data item i can
be retrieved from ICN node j if a copy of data item i is cached at ICN node j. Finally the last constraint
means at least one copy of data item i should be cached somewhere in the network. The solution for this
optimization problem are xji, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , 1 ≤ j ≤ R indicating whether data item i should be cached at
ICN node j in order to minimize the overall cost of retrieving data items. This model however ignores the
effect of cache replacement and replication algorithms on the caching performance of the ICNs as well as
their analytical findings are all under IRM.
Rizk et al. study the cache budget distribution in a two-level tree under IRM [74]. They use Garetto’s
model (2.21) and (2.22) to estimate the hit ratio in such a tree where LRU and LCE are used as cache
replacement and replication algorithms. They find out that allocating a larger fraction of the cache budget to
the root of this two-level tree increases the hit ratio in the system. They also find that allocating all the cache
budget to the edge nodes does not minimize the average distance to retrieve data items. Dabirmoghaddam et
al. find the optimal cache budget distribution among the levels of k-ary trees where LRU and LCE are used as
cache replacement and replication algorithms [28]. Their optimal cache distribution minimizes the expected
time to access data items that is a metric from users’ point of view. Their study shows that in-network
caching brings no benefit in shortening the distance from users to the first copy of data items.
To investigate the benefits of in-network caching, an analytical model is proposed in this chapter. The
model optimally distributes a total cache budget of C among the nodes of ICN networks for LRU cache re-
placement algorithm and LCE replication algorithm. The proposed Algorithm 5.4 in Chapter 5 and Garetto’s
model [45] (explained in detail in Section 2.4) are used to apply the geographical and temporal localities,
respectively, in users’ requests.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 proposes the evaluation model to analyze
the cache performance in hierarchical trees of ICN nodes; a mathematical expression for the optimal cache
distribution is also given in this section. Section 6.3 investigates the optimal cache distribution among the
nodes of an ICN for LRU and LCE cache replacement and replication algorithms respectively for various
topologies and network metrics. Finally, Section 6.4 summarizes this chapter.
6.2 Model and Assumptions
In the rest of this chapter, the following assumptions are taken into account:
1. The original copies of all data items are hosted by one source node.
2. ICN constructs an overlay tree consisted of all ICN nodes, rooted at the source node, for the content
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discovery/delivery mechanism (explained in Chapter 1).
3. Users are only connected to the edge ICN nodes. In other words, edge ICN nodes receive exogenous
traffic, while intermediate ICN nodes receive only endogenous traffic.
4. Garetto’s SNM model [45] is used to apply temporal locality.
5. Users’ requests have geographical locality. Algorithm 5.4 is used for this purpose.
6. LRU is used as the cache replacement algorithm.
7. LCE is used as the cache replication algorithm.
The optimization problem (6.9) that will be introduced is a non-linear problem that is difficult to solve. It
is intended to keep it simple as much as possible. In this regard, considering other cache replication and
replacement algorithms with more complicated models (e.g. 2-LRU’s model (2.9) and LCD’s model (2.19),
(2.20)) results in a complicated model that could not be solved. The optimization problem (6.9) that is
based on LRU cache replacement and LCE cache replication algorithms has one local solution that is also
the global solution. Therefore, a mathematical software like Matlab can solve this optimization problem to
find that global optimal solution. For combinations of other cache replacement and replication algorithms,
(e.g. LRU and LCD, 2-LRU and LCE and 2-LRU and LCD) the corresponding optimization problems have
several local solutions. Therefore, Matlab fails to find the optimal solution. As a result of the complexity of
optimization problem for other replacement and replication algorithms, this chapter is focused on LRU and
LCE that are used by other researchers [28, 74].
First, the evaluation model to analyze the cache performance in a hierarchical tree of ICN nodes is
proposed. The hit probability of item i at cache k, depicted by Pk,i, is a function of λk,i and Ck; i.e.
Pk,i := f(λk,i, Ck). Then, the matrix model of request propagation of data item i is presented here. Having
the notation in Table 3.2, the propagation of each request for data item i in a hierarchical tree of caches is
expressed by the following model:
Λt+1i = M
t
i .Λ
t
i +Oi. (6.1)
Λi is an |R| × 1 matrix consisting of the request rates for item i (i.e. Λi :=
[
λk,i
]
|R|×1). Oi is the |R| × 1
matrix whose elements are the exogenous request rates of data item i at ICN nodes as
[
Oi
]
k
:=
λk,i ∀k ∈ E0 otherwise,
and Mi is the |R| × |R| matrix of request propagation for data item i as
[
Mi
]
kl
:=
1− f(λl,i, Cl) ∀l ∈ Rk0 otherwise. (6.2)
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Having Λ0i = Oi, for a hierarchical tree of caches with depth of d, it is required to perform the calculation
of Λti for t = {1, 2, . . . , d}; then, Λdi has the request rates for item i at all regions of the nodes in the
hierarchical tree. The goal is finding the optimal distribution of the cache budget among the caches of the
network considering the following metrics:
• Distance, a metric from users’ point of view: the data items should be cached as close as possible to
the edge.
• Miss ratio, a metric from ISP’s point of view: the overall miss ratio in the network should be minimized.
A less overall miss ratio in an ICN network imposes a smaller load on the server.
Having these two metrics, the optimization problem is stated as
minimze
C1,...,C|R|

∑|E|
k=1 dk(Ck)∑|R|
k=1 λ
′
k(Ck)∑|R|
k=1 λk
(6.3)
subject to:

∑|R|
k=1 Ck = C
Ck ≥ 0 ∀k,
(6.4)
in which λ′k(Ck) is the overall miss rate at region k, given by
λ′k(Ck) =
Nk∑
i=1
λk,i
(
1− f(λk,i, Ck)
) ∀k, (6.5)
and dk(Ck) is the average distance for retrieving data items from node k, given by
dk(Ck) =
1∑|E|
i=1 λk
Nk∑
i=1
λk,idk,i(Ck) ∀k, (6.6)
where dk,i as the average distance to retrieve data i from edge node k is calculated as
dk,i(Ck) =
(
1− f(λk,i, Ck)
)
f(λk1,i, Ck1) + 2
(
1− f(λk,i, Ck)
)(
1− f(λk1,i, Ck1)
)
f(λk2,i, Ck2)
+ · · ·+Dk
(
1− f(λk,i, Ck)
)(
1− f(λk1,i, Ck1)
)(
1− f(λk2,i, Ck2)
)
. . .
(
1− f(λkDk−1,i, CkDk−1)
)
.
(6.7)
Equation (6.7) is simplified to
dk,i(Ck) =
kl 6=s∑
l=0
l∏
j=0
(
1− f(λkj ,i, Ckj )
)
. (6.8)
Now, the two objective functions are combined as follows:
minimze
C1,...,C|R|
{
(1− w)
∑|E|
k=1 dk(Ck)
D
+ w
∑|R|
k=1 λ
′
k(Ck)∑|R|
k=1 λk
}
, (6.9)
in which D normalizes the first objective and w is the weighting coefficient.
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6.3 Numeric Results
To study the benefits of caching in the network, named Network Overall Caching (NOC), over Edge-Only
Caching (EOC), in terms of overall miss ratio and retrieval distance, the two following metrics are considered:
• Relative benefit of NOC over EOC in terms of load on the server: assuming hEOC and hNOC as the
average load on the server in EOC and NOC respectively, this metric would be
hEOC−hNOC
hEOC
.
• Relative benefit of NOC over EOC in terms of retrieval distance: assuming dEOC and dNOC as the
average retrieval distance in EOC and NOC respectively, this metric would be
dEOC−dNOC
hEOC
.
The optimal cache budget distribution is solved for the following three scenarios:
• geographical locality and strong temporal locality: for this scenario, Algorithm 5.4 is used to implement
geographical locality. To apply the temporal locality, z = 10 is chosen for the second order hyper-
exponential process (2.14).
• geographical locality and weak temporal locality: for this scenario, Algorithm 5.4 is used to implement
geographical locality. To apply the temporal locality, z = 2 is chosen for the second order hyper-
exponential process (2.14).
• geographical locality and no temporal locality: for this scenario, Algorithm 5.4 is used to implement
geographical locality. Having z = 1 for the second order hyper-exponential process (2.14) implies no
temporal locality.
The optimization problem (6.9) is solved in Matlab for N = 10000, the global request rate λr = 4, and
various values of C, α and topologies. The parameters for Algorithm 5.4 are the same used in Section 5.4.1.
Since Algorithm 5.4 generates different outputs for each run, 5 different outputs of this algorithm is used to
solve the optimization problem for each topology.
6.3.1 Tree Topologies
In this section, the optimal cache budget distribution for a ternary tree with depth of 4 and different values
of Zipf parameter α and C is solved; l = 1 shows the root of the tree and largest value of l corresponds to
the level of edge nodes. Figure 6.1 shows the optimal cache distribution among different levels on this 4-level
ternary tree for different values of α. For α = 0.8 (Figure 6.1a), as w moves from 0 to 1, meaning more weight
is given to minimizing the overall miss ratio of the objective function (6.9), a large fraction of cache budget
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is distributed among high level intermediate nodes. For example, 45% of the cache budget is allocated to the
root of the tree for z = 1 and w = 0. The fraction of cache budget allocated to the root however, increases
to 100% for z = 1 and w = 1.
The other point from Figure 6.1 is that, as stronger temporal locality is applied to the user’s request
(z = 10), allocated cache budget among lower level caches increases. In case of α = 0.8 for instance, 95%
and 5% of the cache budget is allocated to first level and second levels of the tree respectively for w = 0.5
and z = 1. The cache distribution for the levels changes to 57%, 27%, 14% and 2% for w = 0.5 and z = 10.
This means that for the scenario with strong temporal locality, caching items at the lower level ICN nodes
results in smaller retrieval distance as well as smaller load on the server. This trend for w and z is also seen
for other values of α (Figure 6.1b, 6.1c and 6.1d).
Comparing Figures 6.1a, 6.1b, 6.1c and 6.1d against each other illustrates the effect of α on optimal
distribution of the cache budget in the tree. As α increases, a larger fraction of the cache budget is scattered
among lower level caches in order to minimize the objective function (6.9). For instance, when w = 0.50 and
z = 1, no fraction of the cache budget is allocated to the two lowest levels of the tree for α = 0.8. The third
and fourth levels however, consume more than 60% of the cache budget together for α = 1.4 to minimize
(6.9).
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 represent the relative benefit of optimal in-network caching over edge caching for
average distance and the load on the server respectively. Figure 6.2a shows that the optimal in-network
caching for z = 1 and w = 0 decreases the average retrieval distance by 5.5%, 8.3%, 9% and 10% when α
equals to 0.8, 1, 1.2 and 1.4 respectively. This benefit rises as temporal locality gets stronger; for instance
for z = 10 and w = 0, the optimal in-network caching decreases the average retrieval distance by 11.4%,
11.3%, 13.7% and 18.3% when α equals to 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4 respectively. Figure 6.2 also shows that the
benefit of in-network caching on retrieval distance goes down as w increases. For w = 1.0 for instance, a high
fraction of the cache budget is allocated to the ICN nodes at higher level; this increases the average retrieval
distance. However, the performance of in-network caching does not get worse than edge-only caching as the
relative benefit of in-network caching over edge-only caching stays positive for all values of z and α.
On the other hand, Figure 6.3 depicts the influence of optimal caching on load on the server. The lower
miss ratio, the lighter load on the server. The figure shows that the optimal in-network caching in the tree
under study provides at least 23.2% less load on the server (z = 1, α = 0.8 and w = 0). This benefit goes up
close to 80% for strong temporal locality of z = 10 and α = 0.8, w = 1.0.
Having α = 1.0 and considering an equal weight for minimizing the average retrieval distance and mini-
mizing the overall miss ratio of the network, w = 0.5, the optimal in-network caching decreases the retrieval
distance by 6.4%, 6.9% and 9.9% for z = 1, z = 2 and z = 10 respectively. The optimal in-network caching
however, decreases the average load on the server by 43%, 42% and 62.9% for z = 1, z = 2 and z = 10
respectively. These results show that while in-network caching may have a small influence on the average
retrieval distance (up to 9.9% ), network caching can be very effective on minimizing the load on the server
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(a) α = 0.8
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(b) α = 1.0
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(c) α = 1.2
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(d) α = 1.4
Figure 6.1: Optimal cache budget distribution, C = 1000
(at least 42%).
Figure 6.4 represents the influence of C on optimal in-network caching. Similar to Figure 6.1, a larger
value of w allocates a larger proportion of C to caches at the intermediate levels; in addition, stronger
temporal locality requires more cache budget at lower levels of tree to minimize the objective function (6.9).
Comparing Figures in 6.4 indicates that optimal in-network caching distributes a larger fraction of C among
lower levels as C increases. For instance for z = 2 and w = 1, more than 90% of cache budget is allocated to
the first level of the tree when w = 1000. The fraction of cache budget allocated to the first level decreases
to less than 70% when C = 5000.
Fiugre 6.5 shows the benefits of optimal in-network caching on average retrieval distance for different
values of z. This figure shows that strong temporal locality causes a large difference in gained relative benefit
of in-network caches for different cache budgets. Having w = 0.5 and z = 10 for example, the benefit of
in-network caching on retrieval distance when C = 5000 is 22% compared to benefit of in-network caching
when C = 1000 which is 10%. This difference shrinks to negligible values when z = 1. A similar behaviour
is also seen for the benefit of in-network caching on overall load on the server in Figure 6.6.
Findings
• Assuming C = 1000 and α = 1.0:
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Figure 6.2: Relative benefit of NOC over EOC, average distance, C = 1000
– From the ISP’s point of view, caching data items closer to the source results in lower overall miss
ratio. This results in less traffic load on the server. Optimal in-network caching can decrease the
load on the server by at least 50% (when w = 1 and z = 1).
– From users’ point of view, optimal in-networking caching results in up to 12% shorter retrieval
distance compared to edge-only caching for z = {1, 2, 10}.
• For data items with stronger temporal locality, optimization problem (6.9) distributes a larger fraction
of C among levels closer to the edge.
• For request distributions with larger values of α, optimization problem (6.9) distributes a larger fraction
of C among levels closer to the edge.
• For smaller cache budgets, optimization problem (6.9) distributes a larger fraction of C among levels
closer to top levels of the tree.
6.3.2 Realistic Topologies
In this section, the optimization problem (6.9) is studied for realistic topologies in Table 3.1. Figure 6.7a shows
that optimal in-network caching in Geant topology may not allocate any fraction of C to some intermediate
nodes; that is consistent with the findings of Chai’s study [18]. Minimizing the retrieval distance for users
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Figure 6.3: Relative benefit of NOC over EOC, average load on server, C = 1000
(w = 0) for example, allocates more/less than 60%/40% of C to the edge nodes and nodes at the second
level of the topology respectively; no cache would be allocated to any other levels of Geant topology. Similar
to the findings of the previous section, a larger fraction of C would be allocated to higher levels as w gets
closer to 1; however, no cache budget is yet distributed to levels 3, 4 and 5 for different strengths of temporal
locality when w = 1. This means that caching at some levels of Geant topology brings no benefit to minimize
the objective function (6.9). Figure 6.7b depicts the influence of w on superiority of in-network caching over
edge-only caching for average retrieval distance. The maximum benefit brought by in-network caching is less
than 10% when w = 0. In-network caching fails to be effective on minimizing the retrieval distance as w gets
greater than 0.75. Figure 6.7c on the other hand illustrates the influence of w on superiority of in-network
caching over edge-only caching for overall load on the server. This figure shows that the in-network caching
provides the network with at least 15% less load on the server when w = 0. This goes up to at least 40%
when w = 1. Choosing w here depends on how much smaller retrieval distance could be perceived by users.
For instance, if less than 10% shorter retrieval distance has no influence of users’ experience, w = 0.75 can
be selected to guarantee at least 30% less load on the server.
Figure 6.8 depicts the optimal distribution for Tiger topology. Like Geant topology, caching in some
levels of Tiger topology, e.g. levels 2 and 3, has no effect on the optimization problem (6.9). Having w = 0.5
results in at least 30% less load on the server while having less than 5% influence on the users’ experience.
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(a) C = 1000
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(b) C = 2000
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(c) C = 3000
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(d) C = 4000
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(e) C = 5000
Figure 6.4: Optimal cache budget distribution, α = 1.0
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Figure 6.5: Relative benefit of NOC over EOC, average distance, α = 1.0
Note that like the results in Section 6.3.1, an increase in w results in more allocation of C among higher
levels in the distribution tree. In addition, lower level nodes need a larger fraction of C to minimize objective
function (6.9) for stronger temporal locality.
The story for the Dtelecom (Figure 6.9) and Level3 (Figure 6.10) topologies is quite different. A look at
their features in Table 3.1 shows how they are different from Geant and Tiger. There are more edge nodes
in these topologies; in addition, there are intermediate nodes with high degree in these two topologies.
For the Dtelecom topology, Figure 6.9a shows that a larger fraction of C is allocated to level 2 where the
nodes with higher degree are located; although the fraction of C is distributed among edge nodes increases
as temporal locality gets stronger. Figures 6.9b and 6.9c illustrate that the benefits of in-network caching is
at least 25% and 45% for average retrieval distance and load on the server respectively. These two figures
also show that the benefit of optimal in-network caching is constant over w. The reason is the allocation of
a larger fraction of C to one level that has ICN nodes with high degree. Having w = 0.5 and z = 10 results
in 36% shorter retrieval distance as well as 75% less load on the server in case of optimal in-network caching.
The same story is true for the Level3 topology, except that the node with higher degree is located at
third level and its degree is much smaller than the degree of the similar node in Dtelecom topology. The
relative benefit of in-network caching on average retrieval distance is at least 20%. This relative benefit is
about 25%, 26% and 37% when z equals 1, 2 and 10 respectively. In-network caching also decreases the load
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Figure 6.6: Relative benefit of NOC over EOC, average load on server, α = 1.0
on the server by at least 35%. This benefit gets to 47%, 50% and 72$ when z equals 1,2 and 10.
Findings
• The trend of optimal in-network distribution of the cache budget could be different for various topolo-
gies. Similar to the tree topology studied in Section 6.3.1, a larger fraction of C is allocated to inter-
mediate ICN cache at higher levels in Geant and Tiger topologies as w increases. Contrary to Geant
and Tiger, a large fraction of C is allocated to specific level regardless of w in the Dtelecom and Level3
topologies.
• Similar to the tree topology studied in Section 6.3.1, for data items with stronger temporal locality,
optimization problem (6.9) distributes a larger fraction of C among levels closer to the edge.
6.4 Summary
This chapter modelled the distribution of users’ requests in a non-IRM environment in the network as an
optimization problem taking metrics from users’ and ISP’s point of view into account. The solution for this
problem depicts an optimal distribution of cache budget C among the nodes in ICN networks. Studying
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Figure 6.7: Optimal cache distribution, Geant, α = 1.0, C = 1000
various settings for Zipf parameter for the distribution of users’ requests (α), strength of temporal locality
(z), total cache budgets (C) and topologies shows
• Stronger temporal locality causes a larger distribution of total cache budget among edge nodes.
• As total cache budget of C decreases, fraction of C that is allocated to edge nodes shrinks.
• The efficiency of in-network caching on retrieval distance strongly depends on topologies and the
strength temporal locality. For instance, the relative benefit of up to 10% is observed for z = {1, 2}
in tree, Geant and Tiger topologies. On the other hand, an optimal in-network caching in Level3 and
Dtelecom topologies ends in at least 20% shorter retrieval distance.
• In-network caching is very helpful in decreasing the overall miss ratio for all settings. Less overall miss
ratio in the system results in forwarding less traffic out of the local ICN networks (inter-network traffic)
as well as smaller load on the servers.
The findings of this chapter show that in-network caching can be very effective in decreasing the overall
miss ratio in ICN networks and relatively effective in shortening the retrieval distance that are more consistent
with the studies of Danzig et al. [32] and Rossini et al. [79].
Note that the work in this chapter is being formatted to another conference paper, venue to be determined.
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Figure 6.8: Optimal cache distribution, Tiger, α = 1.0, C = 1000
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Figure 6.9: Optimal cache distribution, Dtelecom, α = 1.0, C = 1000
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Summary
This work is focused on modelling caching systems in realistic environments in which temporal and geograph-
ical locality are taken into account. Three major issues are addressed:
• First, a mathematical model for LRU-2 algorithm is proposed. The proposed model is evaluated
against the simulation results. The simulation results show that the proposed model approximates
the miss rate of LRU-2 algorithm accurately. The LRU-2 and 2-LRU cache replacement algorithms
are also studied. The study shows that 2-LRU results in a higher and smaller hit ratio and miss rate
respectively compared to LRU-2. In addition, the findings of this work also depicts that Gast’s model
for 2-LRU underestimates the miss rate for larger Zipf parameter (α) and cache sizes. Contrary to
Gast’s approximation for 2-LRU, the proposed model for LRU-2 calculates a better approximation of
2-LRU behaviour as either α or cache size increases. Our study also find that the accuracy of models’
estimations at intermediate levels decreases due to the violation of IRM arrivals of requests at them.
• Second, an algorithm is proposed that generate users’ requests in different regions following different
Zipf distributions (i.e. the distribution of users’ requests in regions have different arrival rate, different
Zipf parameter and the order of popularity of items in regions are different) for different regions of the
network while the overall distribution of users’ requests in the network is still a Zipf distribution. The
simulation results show that geographical locality causes different system behaviour in the simple test
scenarios compared to identical request distribution. This work also illustrates that the gains brought
by the distribution of cache budget among all the ICN nodes proportional to the rate of arriving
requests at the nodes, while ignoring the distribution of users’ requests and Zipf parameter α, is very
small compared to the benefits obtained through edge caching.
• Finally, the efficiency of in-network caching is studied for LRU cache replacement and LCE replication
algorithms in IRM and non-IRM environments. In this regard, the distribution of users’ requests in ICN
networks is modelled as an optimization problem. For non-IRM environment, the proposed Algorithm
5.4 and Garetto’s model (2.14) are used to implement geographical and temporal localities respectively.
Contrary to the second work, the distribution of user’s requests arriving at ICN nodes is also taken into
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account. The results show that in-network caching is effective in decreasing the miss ratio, load on the
server and the distance to retrieve the data items.
7.2 Future Possible Research Areas
This section summarizes the assumptions considered as well as constraints encountered in this thesis. Re-
lieving such assumptions alongside with resolving the constrains will be contributing to the possible future
works.
The proposed LRU-2 model in Chapter 4 can be extended for users’ requests with temporal locality. To
this end, Garetto’s model (Section 2.4) can be deployed to apply the popularity growth in users’ requests. In
addition, studying the performance of LRU-2 and 2-LRU under non-IRM environment will be interesting.
The study in Chapter 5 shows that investigating the influence of similar distributions for neighbouring
regions, as the output of Algorithm 5.4, on local search is challenging. Modifying Algorithm 5.1 so that it
creates similar regions through changing only the rank of data items while Zipf properties of the regions left
unchanged could be a part of future work. In this case, studying the performance of similar distributions for
users’ requests on local search for neighbouring regions is more possible.
Investigating the optimization problem (6.9) for other cache replacement algorithms, such as 2-LRU, and
other replication algorithms, such as LCD, will be interesting. As mentioned in Section 6.2, the optimization
problem (6.9) is found difficult for cache replacement and replication algorithms other than LRU and LCE
to get solved. Therefore, finding a mathematical justification for the failure of mathematical software like
Matlab in solving such complicated optimization problems could be part of future works.
The optimization problem (6.9) also assumes an on-path caching strategy for ICNs. This optimization
problem can be extended to support ICNs deploying off-path caching strategies [37, 59, 74]. The minimum
miss ratio and retrieval distance found by corresponding optimization problem in an off-path caching mecha-
nism then could be compared with the results found for on-path caching mechanism. Furthermore, extending
(6.9) to support local search would be a good research study. Such optimization problem then can show how
effective local search could be in minimizing the overall miss ratio in ICNs, load on the server and retrieval
distance.
Another assumption considered in (6.9) is that all data items are hosted by one source node. This
assumption can also be relieved so that several sources, which host permanent copies of data item, are
available in the network. Investigating the performance of ICN caching mechanism with real-world traces
[74] is also good research area as well.
In addition, finding practical solutions to implement optimal distributions of a cache budget among the
ICN nodes would be a very good candidate as the next promising research area. Chu et al. for example,
have deployed the utility optimization approach proposed by Dehghan et al. [34] to optimally allocate cached
resources among content publishers [24].
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Appendix A
Calculation Of S1
Equation (4.5) is a differential-difference equation. To begin, define g(x) = f(x+ τ2 ), so that the equation
becomes
g′(x− τ/2) = −λie−λi(τ−x)g(τ/2− x). (A.1)
Then with the change of variables y = x− τ/2,
g′(y) = −λie−λi(τ/2−y)g(−y). (A.2)
It is straightforward to see that any function of the form aeby (for constants a and b) cannot be a solution.
The next step should be to try a function of the form a1e
b1y + a2e
b2y for constants a1,2 and b1,2. We guess
that b1 and b2 are two roots of a quadratic, and take the form b1,2 = γ +− β for constants γ and β. Because
there is only a first derivative on the left side, simply substituting a1e
b1y + a2e
b2y will give a linear equation
in b1 and b2. One way to get a quadratic in b1,2 is to set a1 =
1√
b1
and a2 = +− 1√b2 . So (after some trial and
error), we settle on the general solution
g(y) =
1√
γ + β
e(γ+β)y +−
1√
γ − β e
(γ−β)y. (A.3)
We try the ‘−’ solution first. Substituting into the equation,
0 =
e(λi+2γ)y−λi
τ
2√
γ2 − β2 ×(√
γ + βe(γ+β)y −
√
γ − βe(γ−β)y
)
×
(√
γ2 + β2e(2γ−λi)y+λi
τ
2 − λi
)
. (A.4)
The first term cannot be 0. The middle factor has no dependence on λi, so we move to the third factor. γ
and β must be independent of y, and this can be achieved by setting γ = λi/2. The third factor then reduces
to √
(λi/2)2 − β2eλiτ/2 − λi, (A.5)
which has roots
β = +−
λi
2
√
1− 4e−λiτ . (A.6)
It does not matter which one we pick, so take the ‘+’ root. Note that if we had taken the ‘+’ solution to g(y)
then we would not have been able to solve the resulting equation, so we made the right choice. The general
solution is
g(y) =
1√
µ1
eµ1y − 1√
µ2
eµ2y, (A.7)
with
µ1,2 =
λi
2
(1+−
√
1− 4e−λiτ ). (A.8)
Thus
f(x) = g(x− τ/2) = 1√
µ1
eµ1(x−
τ
2 ) − 1√
µ2
eµ2(x−
τ
2 ). (A.9)
The solution we want is E[S1(x)] = Rf(x) for some constant R. We determine the appropriate value of R
for our situation via the boundary condition E[S1(τ)] = 1λi , implying
R =
1
λi
(
1√
µ1
eµ1
τ
2 − 1√
µ2
eµ2
τ
2
)−1
. (A.10)
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Appendix B
Calculation Of S2
For now we continue to assume that x < τ . Equation (4.11) is almost the same as (4.5), with the only
difference being the lack of a minus sign on the right side. Unsurprisingly, the same ideas as before all work.
The only difference is at (A.3), where we take the ‘+’ solution instead of the ‘−’ one. The general solution
is thus
f(x) =
1√
µ1
eµ1(x−
τ
2 ) +
1√
µ2
eµ2(x−
τ
2 ), (B.1)
with E[S2(x)] = Rf(x) for some R. Taking x→ τ gives R = E[S2(x)]f(τ) with
f(τ) =
1√
µ1
eµ1(
τ
2 ) +
1√
µ2
eµ2(
τ
2 ) (B.2)
as per (B.1), and with E[S2(x)] still unknown. On the other hand, taking x→ τ in (4.10) gives
E[S2(x)] =
1
λi
+
∫ ∞
0
λie
−λiuE[S(u)]du. (B.3)
Now consider the case that x > τ . It is impossible to terminate after u′1, so in this case we are forced to
sample (at least) u′2. Thus the time at which we terminate is independent of x, and hence so too is S2(x).
Thus E[S2(x)] is a constant, and we must have E[S2(x)] = E[S2(τ)] for x ≥ τ . Splitting the integral of (B.3)
into two parts,
E[S2(x)] =
∫ τ
0
λie
−λiuE[S2(u)]du
+
∫ ∞
τ
λie
−λiuE[S2(u)]du+
1
λi
=
∫ τ
0
λie
−λiu E[S2(τ)]
f(τ)
f(u)du
+
∫ ∞
τ
λie
−λiuE[S2(τ)]du+
1
λi
=
1
λi
+QE[S2(τ)] + e−λiτE[S2(τ)] (B.4)
where
Q =
∫ τ
0
λie
−λiu f(u)
f(τ)
du =
2
√
µ1e
µ2
τ
2 +
√
µ2e
µ1
τ
2
×
(
√
µ1 sinh
(
µ2
τ
2
)
+
√
µ2 sinh
(
µ1
τ
2
))
. (B.5)
Simplifying (B.4) results in (4.12).
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Appendix C
ccnSim Configurations
Code C.1: node.ned in ccnSim.
1 package modules.node;
2 import modules.node.core .*;
3 import modules.node.strategy .*;
4 import modules.node.cache .*;
5 import modules.node.Inode;
6
7
8 module node like Inode{
9 parameters:
10 string CL = default("core_layer");
11 string RS = default("lru_cache");
12 string FS = default("spr");
13 content_store.DS = default("lce");
14
15 gates:
16 inout face [];
17 inout client_port;
18
19 submodules:
20 core_layer : < "modules.node.core." + CL > like core;
21 strategy_layer : < "modules.node.strategy." + FS > like strategy;
22 content_store : < "modules.node.cache." + RS > like cache;
23
24 connections :
25 for i=0.. sizeof(face) -1{
26 core_layer.face++ <--> face [i];
27 }
28
29 core_layer.client_port <--> client_port;
30 core_layer.cache_port <--> content_store.cache_port;
31 core_layer.strategy_port <--> strategy_layer.strategy_port;
32 }
Code C.2: Topology settings in omnetpp.ned.
1 #General paramteters
2 [General]
3 network = networks.${net=dtelecom}_network
4 # ####################### Repositories ##############################
5 **. node_repos = ""
6 **. num_repos = ${numRepos = 1 }
Code C.3: Clients settings in omnetpp.ned.
1 # ######################### Clients ################################
2 **. node_clients = ""
3 **. num_clients = ${numClients = 1 }
4 **. lambda = ${lam = 4 }
5 ## Indicates the type of the simulated clients: IRM , ShotNoise , GeographicalLocality ,
ls_IRM and ls_GeographicalLocality
6 **. client_type = "client_${clientType = IRM }"
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Code C.4: Local search settings in omnetpp.ned.
1 **.CL = "${ cl = core}_layer"
2 **. localsearch_timeout = 0.05
3 ## local_search_depth should be at least 1
4 **. local_search_depth = ${lsd =1}
Code C.5: Content distribution settings in omnetpp.ned.
1 **. file_size = 1
2 ##Shaping factor of the Zipf distribution
3 **. alpha = ${alp =1.4}
4 **. objects = ${totCont = 1e5}
5 ## Content distribution type: IRM , ShotNoiseContentDistribution ,
GeographicalLocalityContentDistribution
6 **. content_distribution_type = "${contDistrType = IRM }"
7
8 # ########### Geographical Locality Content Distribution ############
9 # Configuration File for the Geographical Locality Model
10 **. request_patterns_file = "input_files/rp/${RPF=rp_dtel_edges1 }.dat"
11 **. client_to_region_map_file = "input_files/ntrm/${CTRM=ntrm_dtel_edges1 }.dat"
Code C.6: Forwarding settings in omnetpp.ned.
1 **.FS = "${ fs = spr }"
2
3 #nrr parameters
4 **. TTL2 = ${ttl = 1000}
5 **. TTL1= ${ttl}
6 **. routing_file = ""
Code C.7: Caching settings in omnetpp.ned.
1 **.DS = "${ mc = lce }"
2 **.RS = "${ rs = k2lru }_cache"
3 ##Cache size (in chunks)
4 **. cache_budget_file = "input_files/cb/${CBF = cb_dtelecom_100 }.dat"
5 ## for k2lru , how larger the virutal cache is than the physical cache?
6 **. vc_size_multiple_factor = ${VCMPC = 1}
7 # q is used only in qlru/qk2lru caching algorithm
8 **.q = ${Q=0.01}
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